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Hazel tobacco store
robbed, suspect sought
Staff Report
HAZEL, Ky. — A white male robbed
Discount Tobacco City Monday evening
after pointing a gun at the two cashiers.
According to a report from the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
the man entered the store at approximately 5 p.m. and shopped around until
the customers who were in the store left.
The robber then pulled a gun and
Photos provided pointed it at the cashiers and demanded
Pictured is video surveillance camera footage of a robbery suspect (left photo) and the red Blazer he allegedly they give him money.
drove (right photo) during a robbery of the Discount Tobacco City on U.S. 641 South near Hazel.
The man. approximately 25 to 30
years of age, left the store in a red four-

Company to
cover Knight
Rd. repair bill
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The western section of
Knight Road opened for public
use Monday following repairs to
a nearly impassable section
reportedly caused by the weight
of heavy trucks and other construction equipment.
The repair bill was paid by
Parker Excavating of New
Concord. which owns a garage
on the roadway, as part of a deal
with Calloway County Fiscal
Court. Calloway County Judge.
Executive Larry Elkins said
legal action against the company
was on the table, but was
belayed under an ongoing agreement that the company would
maintain the roadway for public
use in the future.
"There's no legal action
jnvolved at this time,- Elkins
"We had a duty to protect
She taxpayers, and by the same
Soken we were looking for a way
So resolve it without having to
file suit against one of our businesses. So we've reached a rea-

door Chevrolet Blazer. He is described
as having a goatee and was wearing a
cut-off T-shirt, sunglasses, blue jean
shorts below the knee and a gray hat
worn backwards at the time of the robbery.
Anyone with information is asked to
call the sheriff's department at 7533151.
Monday's robbery is the store's second in the last six to eight months,
according to Det. Samantha Mighell.
New camera equipment in the store was
able to capture images of the man, she
added.

2008 Calloway County Jefferson-Jackson Dinner

sonable solution if they continue
to do what we've agreed on."
Robert D. Hill, a spokesitan
for the company, declined comment in response to a call from
the Murray Ledger & Times
Monday afternoon. He referred i
any further information to county officials.
The most heavily-damaged
section of the roadway, near an
intersection with Van Cleave
Road, has been leveled and covered with gravel and dirt. It has
also been fitted with netting
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & rimes
designed to prevent moisture
damage and further deteriora- Three candidates for seats held by Republicans spoke at the Calloway County Democratic Party Jefferson-Jackson Dinner
Monday night. From left, Carroll Hubbard is facing State Sen. Ken Winters of Murray in November, while Heather
tion.
Ryan and
Elkins said previously that Bruce Lunsford are respectively seeking the congressional seats held by U.S Pep. Ed Whitfield and Sen. Mitch McConnell
local residents had complained
they were no longer able to use
the roadway and were forced to
use the western entrance that
connects to Ky. 94 East.
However other sections of
-They say 'You can't beat the Kentucky by working at gas sta- n't limited to
the road, though passable in a By ERIC WALKER
senator from Murray,' But I tions pumping gas. He said the campaign
passenger vehicle, remain in Editor
Led by Sen. Barack Obama's guarantee you I'll try." he said.
overwhelming feeling now races, but also
need of repair and could contmpresidential campaign,"change"
Heather Ryan of Paducah is a among people is fear.
changing the
has been the buzzword for the political newcomer taking on
"People are scared. People perception of
•See Page 2A
Democratic Party. It was also Whitfield, who was elected to are budgeting. They're getting Kentucky. That
the central theme at last night's office in 1994. Ryan was the for- $5, $10. $15 (of gas). You don't W55 addressed
Calloway County Jefferson- mer director of the Maiden Alley hear them say 'fill it up,- by
State
Jackson Dinner.
Cinema in Paducah who was Lunsford said. "Why doesn't Auditor Crit
In front of a sold-out crowd fired after a public confrontation McConnell hear that? Either Luallen. The
at the Curris Center, candidates with McConnell in January. The he's disinterested or he doesn't firsi speaker of
Moore
facing races in November called confrontation in which Ryan. a care."
the night rallied
for change against sitting Gulf War veteran, asked
Lunsford, who ironically Democrats to
Republican office-holders 1st McConnell questions about the stood with McConnell following support their
District State Sen. Ken Winters, Iraq War was videotaped and Lunsford's endorsement of then- candidates,
1st District U.S. Rep. Ed drew numerous viewings on the candidate for Kentucky Gov. especially
Whitfield, and Kentucky U.S. Internet.
Ernie Fletcher in 2003, hooked Obama in the
Sen. Mitch McConnell.
Ryan claims that incident led onto the presidential race in his presidential
Carroll Hubbard is facing to her termination, though offi- opening statements, saying election, callWinters of Murray after advanc- cials with the Paducah theater "while there's not much that ing the party
ing with a primary win over for- have denied that. So she has Obama and his GOP rival Sen. one about a
mer Appeals Court Judge Rick thrown her hat into the political John McCain agree upon, they younger generJohnson. Hubbard, who has pre- ring to face Whitfield, whom agree there needs to be a change ation and diverMonglardo
viously represented western she criticized for voting against in the Washington culture.- he sity.
Kentucky in both Frankfort and the Children's Health Insurance said, calling McConnell part of
-This is the time, right now,
TOM BERRYIedger & Times Washington. said it is important
Reauthorization Act.
the "old Washington culture."
to stoke the fire that has been
Extensive damage reportedly caused by heavy trucks and
for Democrats to reclaim the
"His shining legislation has
He said the next president has rekindled and show the next
other construction equipment owned and operated by Parker GOP-controlled
Senate.
been a ban on eating horse the opportunity to address the generation their dreams don't
Excavating of New Concord made parts of the western secHubbard said he "had noth- meat." Ryan told the crowd. "I nation's health care crisis, debt, have to be limited by gender or
tion of Knight Road practically impassable for passenger vehi- ing against" Winters, but criti- think people in Kentucky and energy needs and
international the color of your skin," she said,
cle traffic. The damaged section has since been repaired with cized the chairman for the the U.S. are more interested in perception. On health care, noting the
Democratic primary's
gravel at the company's expense.
Senate Education Commission making ends meet than eating Lunsford said the nation could front-runners of Obama and
on 1st District issues including horse meat."
be looking at a similar situation Sen. Hillary Clinton.
funding for Murray State
Bruce Lunsford served as the as with gas prices if the matter
She said leading up to
University and the need for a final speaker for the evening and isn't addressed. He said change Kentucky's May Primary elecINDEX
WEATHER
new elementary school in drew a standing ovation. is needed to contain the $9.5 tril- tion, the national media focused
Tomerr
Carlisle County.
Lunsford, who has previously lion in debt and seek alternative on a perception of racial prejuIWO SEMIS
o-M
1111111111
Clear
Noted for his almost non-stop run for Kentucky governor, is energy sources to wean the U.S. dice. But Luallen said the state's
10 PACES
=IMENEMIIMMON
Skies
campaigning. Hubbard joked — facing McConnell in a race that for foreign oil.
Democrats need to show the
38 Classifieds
yet in all senousness — of his has caught national attention.
He said at a time when coal is nation a stronger party.
commitment
to
Calloway
McConnell is the Republican being looked at as an alternative
6A
Comics
Jennifer Moore, Kentucky's
IMIIMIsiD
County by saying he would be in leader in the U.S. Senate.
fuel source. -the leadership from Democratic chair, echoed those
Cammally
WEDNEKAY
=
Calloway County four times this
Lunsford, who made a swing this state should be singing its sentiments. She admitted the
Mostly
week, including a grant presen- through the Calloway County praises instead of protecting oil primary was a bit "contentious,"
3A Obituaries
iliall11111111111M
Sunny
tation in Hazel Wednesday and Courthouse two weeks ago, has companies.113
Sports
the Freedom Fest parade.
been seeking feedback around
But the aspect of change wasIII

Democrats call for change
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Feds question former Dexter man arrested after
Street closings are
announced for 2008 transportation officials disturbance call Sunday
Freedom Fest events
Staff Report
In preparation for Freedom Fest downtown this year. several
streets will be closed for the festivities.
Among those to be closed at 6 a.m. Fnciay are.
II 4th Street from Main to Poplar streets
•5th Street from Main to Poplar streets
•6th Street from Main to Poplar streets
•Maple Street from 6th to 4th streets
Those streets are scheduled to reopen at approximately 4 p.m.
Saturday.
Main Street will also be closed between 10th and Industrial
Road from 8 a.m until approximately 10:30 a.m. Saturday for
the Campbell Realty Freedom Fest Parade.
People who plan to attend the parade are asked not to par on
Main Street between 4th and 5th streets the morning of the
parade to provide a safer environment for children, according to
a releine from the City of Murray.
The following streets will also have limited access Saturday
morning in preparation for the parade lineup:
•10th Street from Main to Payne streets
•Olive Street from 10th to 8th streets
•Sharpe Street from 10th to 8th streets
•Payne Street from 10th to 8th.

South 641 Water District to
smoke test sewer system
The South 641 Water District in Hazel. Ky., is conducting smoke
testing of the sanitary sewer system for the coming weeks. The testing was anticipated to start today (Tuesday) and be compieted bu
July 16.
A smoke test notification will be placed on each residence's door
1-2 days pnor to testing in a specific area.
If there are any questions, contact (270)492-8857.

KTC plans road closure
along Ky. 1836/Downing Rd.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans to close Ky.
1836/Downing Road in northeastern Calloway County on Thursday.
The closure between the 8 and 9 mile markers is to allow the
Calloway County Highway Maintenance Crew to replace a cross
drain near the Damon Creek Bridge. This cross drain is between
Wyatt Cemetery Road and Hedley Trail Road.
Ky. 1836 is expected to be closed from approximately 7:30 a.m.
to approximately 3:00 p.m.. CT, weather permitting.
Motorists who regularly travel this section of Ky. 1836/Downing
Road should make advance alternate travel plans. Local traffic will
be maintained on each side of the closure.

Murray Sanitation to close for holiday
The Murray Sanitation Department will be closed Friday for the
Independence Day holiday. All Friday customers should have their
:Containers out for pickup Thursday morning. All other customers
should set their containers out on their regularly scheduled day.
The Murray Transfer Station will also be closed Friday.
For additional information. call 762-0380.

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Federal investigators have been
questioning personnel from the
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet as part of a possible
cnnunal probe.
The FBI and U.S. attorney's
office have declined to discuss
the inquines. Attorneys for some
of the people questioned have
provided a few details, but not
enough to identify the target of
the investigation.
Federal officials have invited, but not ordered, former
Cabinet Secretary Bill Nighbert
to speak with a grand jury, said
Howard Mann. Nighbert's attorney. Nighbert declined the
opportunity. Mann told the
Lexington Herald-Leader for a
story on Saturday
"It is my understanding that
they have sought to talk with a

Tavierier
NOTICE
O The Murray Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Directors
will
meet
Wednesday at noon in the
board room at the hospital.
Items on the agenda include
a construction update and
finance report.
• The City of Murray
health insurance committee
will meet Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the council chambers
at City Hall. City employees
are invited to attend and hear
details of health insurance
costs and information.
II To report a Town Crier
itern, call 753-1916.

Correction
A press release from Rep.
Ed Whitfield stated that the city
of Murray had been awarded a
$30,000 grant from the United
States
Department
of
Agriculture
Rural
Development program for a
community building being
used by the VFW. The community building is actually being
used by the American Legion.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.

multitude of people in and out of
the Transportation C'abinet and
that would include him," Mann
told the newspaper. -They send
letters and say, 'We have an
investigation going on and
would you like to come in and
have an interview?"
Meanwhile, former transportation
official
James
Rummage has been cooperating
with
the
U.S.
Justice
Department since he abruptly
left state government on March
31, said his attorney, Marc
Murphy of Louisville.
Rummage served as a highway district engineer and cabinet executive director in charge
of awarding road contracts.
Mann said investigators have
kept tight-lipped about specific
instances, patterns or potential
crimes at the heart of the probe.
He said the investigation
appears to be broad-based.

Staff Report
DEXTER, Ky
The Marshall County Sheriff's Department
responded to a disturbance call early Sunday morning that resulted
in a felony charge on a Dexter man.
James R. Phelps, 21, was arrested Sunday after Deputies Eddie
McGuire and Tins Reynolds responded to a disturbance call on Oak
Level Road.
According to a department release, their investigation revealed
that Phelps allegedly held a knife to the throat of an unidentified 18year old and threatened several other people.
An arrest warrant was issued and Phelps was arrested at approximately 3 p.m. The exact change was not known by press time today

•Repair ...
From Front
ue to deteriorate from the weight
of heavy trucks, graders, tractortrailers and other construction
equipment traversing the area
regularly as part of the company's business.
County Magistrates Connie
Morgan and Eddie Clyde Hale,
whose districts meet at Knight
Road, worked with Parker officials on the arrangement.
"They told us, or in essence
we told them, that they were
going to have to fix what
they've torn up," Morgan said.
"As it gets had where they are
traveling, they're going to have
to repair it at their own
expense."
Morgan said company officials told him that the expense
would or too great to repair the
entire quarter mile of roadway
all at once.
"I can understand that.
Maybe they don't have the
money to jump in there and do it
all at once, but if they will just
keep it in good enough shape
that the general public can get
up and down it, we can live with
that," Morgan said. "Taxpayers
don't want their money thrown
into a hole out there that those
guys have tort up."

ERIC WALKER/Lodger & TIrnes
Calloway County Democratic Party Chairman Hal Kemp, left
presents Dottie Lyons with the 2008 Z.C. Enix Democrat
Award last night at the annual Calloway County JeffersonJackson Dinner.

IN Democrats call ...
From Front
but showed the possibilities
through the presidential choices
of a woman and an AfricanAmerican.
"We should be proud." she
said.
The evening also featured
local Democratic leaders, such
as State Rep. Melvin Henley and
Calloway
County
JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins, who

recognized regional officials in
attendance. And Lt. Gov. Daniel
Monaiardo also attended the
event and praised local legislators, particularly Rep. Mike
Cherry. D-Princeton. on spearheading the recently-passed
pension reform legislation.
The evening ended with the
presentation of the Z.C. Enix
Democrat Award, which was
given to Dottie Lyons.
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Iraq opens bidding on oil and gas fields

Obituaries
Robert E. Rowland Jr.
The tuns Fel for Robert E. Rowland Jr. will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of lines-Miller Funeral Home. Rev Jason Jones and
John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Rowland, Grant Hudson, Jackie Wyatt.
[)as id Nelson. Bill Tabers and Dickie Schroader Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
after 5 p.m. Wednesday.
Mr. Rowland Jr., 51. Almo, died Sunday, June 29, 2008. at 12:20
pin, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A mechanic he worked as a welder in Local 798 and was a member of Bethel United Methodist Church. He was born Oct. 19, 1956.
Survivors include one son. Gatlin Rowland. Tinker Air Force
Base, Okla.; one daughter, Tasheena L. Helson and husband, David,
Murray; two grandchildren. Claira Helson and David Helson. his
parents. Robert E. Rowland Sr. and Euple Jewell Rowland, and two
sisters. Janet Wyatt and husband. Jackie, and Jill Hudson and husband. Grant, all of Almo; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Barbara Jean Bowers
The funeral for Mrs. Barbara Jean Bowers will be Wednesday at
10 a.m, in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Terry
Wilson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Tommy Burgess, Mike Sowell, R.J. Sargent.
Fishy Burgess. Joey Burgess, Kurt Weigel, Terrell Tidwell and Don
Newbury. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation
he at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today Clliesdayl.
Mrs. Bowers, 69, New Providence Road. Murray. died Saturday.
'June 28. 2008. at 8:27 p.m. at her home.
:. A homemaker, she attended Emmanuel Baptist Church, Murray.
: Preceding her in death were her father. Leo Peckenpaugh, one sister,
Judy Hall, and two grandchildren. Joyce Ann Burgess and Joanna
Hope Bowers. She was born Dec. 8, 1938, in East Psoria. III.
Survivors include her husband. Bobby Gene Bowers Sr., to
- whom she was married June 16, 1957, in West Plains, Mo.; three
daughters. Debbie Sowell and husband, Mike, Hopkinsville, and
Ella Burgess and husband. Thomas,and Donna Weigel and husband,
: Kurt, all of Murray; two sons. Steven Bowers and wife, llayna,
:.Crolton, and Bobby Bowers Jr. and wife, Cheryl, Princeton; her
:mother. Anna Volk, Peoria, Ill.; three sisters. Pat Johnson and bus:band. Kenny. Lebanon. Mo., Kay Taylor, North Pekin, Ill., and
:Shirley Taghan. East Peoria; brother-in-law, Bill Hall. Tremont. Ill.;
. I I grandchildren. R.J. and Alisha Sargent, Anna Clinard, Toby, Joey
and Stacey Burgess, Hannah, Lauren, Samuel, Ncrissa and Isaac
.Bowers; 1 I great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
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A gra% eside service for Mrs. Chin Bazzell was Sunday at 3 p.m.
at the Maplewood Cemetery, Mayfield. Kenneth Morns officiated.
Pallbearers were Allen Padgett, Charles Woods, Kenneth Mortis,
and Ricky and Chris Travis, Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield was in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Bazzell. 75, Clarksville. Tenn., died Friday. June 27, 2008,
at 5:20 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A former resident of Mayfield, she was a member of the United
Korean Church in Clarksville. Preceding her in death were her husband, Will Ed Bazzell. and her parents. Jong Sun and Sook Ja(Klm)
Pak.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Kay Travis and husband.
Ricky. and two stepgrandchildren, Rebekah Travis and Richie
Travis, all of Murray.

Coalition: 33 militants
killed in Afghanistan
KABUL.Afghanistan (AP)
- Helicopters and a bomber
'attacked insurgents massing in
eastern Afghanistan under cover
: of darkness, killing an estimated
: 33 people, the U.S.-led coalition
said this morning.
Reconnaissance aircraft spotted "large groupings" of insurtents armed
with heavy
inachine-guns and rocket-pro- pelted grenades on Monday
'night in Khost province, the
.coalition said.
"After positively identifying
::the militants, coalition forces
'engaged them with attack helicopters and a close air support
:bomber, killing approximately
33 militants," spokesman 1st Lt.
Nathan Perry said.
Fighting between militants
.;and secunty forces is intensify;ing in the southern half of
?Afghanistan. More than 2,100
.'. people died in the violence in
the first six months, according to
,in Associated Press tally.
An Afghan army officer said
_the clash in Khost began when
'Taliban militants attacked coaliforces
Afghan
and
-lion
patrolling in Tani. a district on
'the border with Pakistan.
Col. Mohammed lsrar. a bat.
talion commander in Khost, said
.:Afghan intelligence reports put
:the number of enemy dead at
:about 20.
Israr also said that the group
of about 50 militants had
crossed from Pakistan, where

some Taliban and al-Qaida militants seek refuge. and retreated
in that direction under heavy
coalition fire.
However. Perry said the clash
took place about five miles from
the frontier and "did not involve
Pakistan."
Most of those killed in the
violence this year have been
militants, who suffer heavy losses when caught in the open by
coalition aircraft. However, foreign troop deaths are also rising
as militants get more effective at
ambushes and roadside bombings.
At least 45 international
troops died in Afghanistan in
June, the deadliest month since
the 2001 U.S.-led invasion to
oust the Taliban.
Police said a roadside bomb
killed four officers and seriously
wounded two others on Monday
as they drove to the aid of colleagues under militant attack
near lirin Kot, the capital of
Uruzgan province.
In
neighboring
Zabul
province, police said they killed
five Taliban fighters who
attacked a police post in
Daichopan district before dawn
Tuesday.
The U.S.-led coalition said its
troops shot dead one militant
and detained four during an
operation Monday to disrupt
Taliban activities in southwestern Nimroz province

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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BAGHDAD (API - Iraq
opened international bidding for
eight enormous oil and gas
fields Monday, paving the way
for investment in a nation with
some of the world's largest
petroleum reserves.
If approved, contracts to
update and manage those fields
could involve the biggest foreign stake in Iraq since its oil
industry was nationalized more
than 30 years ago and help Iraq
reach its goal of nearly doubling
petroleum production by 2013.
That could be good news
with the price for a barrel of oil
breaching $ 43 for the first time
ever on Monday. But the contracts won't be signed for a year.
and if Western firms win a dominant role it could feed perceptions that U.S.-led forces toppled Saddam Hussein to get at
Iraq's natural resources.
Those concerns were heightened by expectations that Iraq
would announce short-term nobid consulting contracts with
five Western oil firms on
Monday. The New York Times
reported about two weeks ago
that the firms included Royal
Dutch Shell PLC, BP PLC.
Exxon Mobil Corp., Chevron
and Total.
But Oil Minister Hussain alShahnstani told a news conference Monday that the Iraqi government was still negotiating
with the companies, which he
did not identify. He said the
firms were demanding a share of
oil production while Iraq wants
to pay in cash.
The minister said the shortterm contracts were meant to
boost production until the government awards longer-term
deals next June. But some
believe the consulting contracts
could give the winning firms an
advantage in bidding for the
development contracts, which
al-Shahristani said Monday
would include 35 foreign companies.
The firms he named included
seven from the U.S.. three from
Britain and others from Russia.
China and other countries.
Al-Shahristani said the companies would be invited to bid
on the oil fields of Rumeila.
Zubair, Qurna West, Maysan.
Kirkuk and Bay Hassan and the
natural gas fields of Akkaz and
Mansounyah.
"These fields were chosen
because their production can be
raised in a short time and at a
low cost," said al-Shahristani.
He said even the longer-term
contracts would include cash
compensation and not a share of
oil production.
"We don't see a need to allow
anyone to share our oil." alShahristani said.
Iraqi government spokesman
Ali al-Dabbagh said Monday
that there is no American influence on the Iraqi government's
oil decisions.
"Politics does not come into
this," al-Dabbagh said. "There is
no preferential treatment for
anyone, no matter who.'"
All the oil fields the minister
mentioned Monday are currently producing crude, and alShahnstani said the new contracts would raise Iraq's production by 1.5 million barrels per
day. Iraq currently produces 2.5

fig:

million barrels per day and
hopes to raise that 'o4.5 million
by 2013.
Adding 1.5 million barrels of
oil each day to the world's supply probably would move the
price downward. But some analysts were not convinced it will
happen. given the deterioration
of the Iraq's infrastructure and
potential instability.
"I'm pretty skeptical of that
figure." said Jim Ritterhusch,
president of energy consultancy
Ritterbusch and Associates.
"Amount is one thing. timing is
another. They still need to
upgrade their infrastructure and
while things have stabilized, I
think you're assuming a bestcase scenario on security and
other issues."
Iraq has been able to boost
production to its highest level
since the U.S.-led invasion in
2003 because of a reduction in
violence.
AI-Shahnstani said the country needs help from foreign
firms to boost production further
because sonic of its oil fields
"suffer from old age and need
modern technology to check
their deterioration."
Iraq nationalized its oil
industry in the 196)s. and participation by foreign firms since
then in the development of the
country's natural resources has
been limited.
With fuel prices at record
levels, foreign firms have been
anxious to tap Iraq's estimated
115 billion barrels of oil
reserves and 112 trillion cubic
feet of natural gas. And the Iraqi
government could use the revenue to rebuild infrastructure
and deliver services.
The deadline for the oil and
gas bids announced Monday is
the end of March. and prelimimiry contra,ns will be signed
next June. Every company' bidding must have an Iraqi partner
and pass along at least 25 percent of the value of the contract
to Iraqi companies. said alShahnstani.
The process of awarding contracts to help develop Iraq's oil
industry has been delayed by the
inability to finalize a law dividing the country's oil resources.
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Negotiations have been stalled
by disagreement between the
central government and the
Kurdish regional administration
in northern Iraq. The Kurds have
signed more than 20 oil deals
with foreign firms to work in
Kurdish-controlled fields since
drafting their own oil and gas
law in August 2007.
The Shiite-led Iraqi central
government says the deals are
invalid with no national oil law
in place.
Several Democratic senators
in the U.S. recently asked the
Bush administration to block the
Iraqi government's reported nobid deals with Western firms
until the country finalized the oil
law, but the White House
refused.
On Monday. Senator Chuck
Schumer, a Democrat from New
York, called for an independent
audit of the risks those contracts
could pose to political progress
in Iraq if they are signed without
an agreement on how to divide
the nation's oil revenues.

"Signing these deals without
a revenue-sharing law is like
putting the cart before the
horse." Schumer said.
But
government
Iraqi
spokesman al-Dabbagh said the
country had never considered a
no-bid process, saying "there
was never any intention in
award the contracts without a
tender."
Major oil companies distanced themselves from talk of
no-hod deals.
"We have been providing
services to Iraq from outside the
country for a number of years."
said Robert Wine, a spokesman
for BP."We submitted a study of
the Rumeila fields several years
ago and if the discussions do
lead to deal, they will focus on
the technical services in that
report. We need to clarify -- this
is not about access to the country's oil resources, or exploration. It's a management contract, to provide technical
resources."
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People line up for gasohine in Baghdad. Iraq this morning. Frustrated Iraqis trying to tank up
their cars faced miles-long lines, a stark reminder that a country with one cf the world's largest
oil reserves still has a major problem delivering fuel to its people
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Bark in the Park being held this weekend
Whether you're looking for
competition, wanting to be artistic or simply.. wanting to have
some fun with your family,
friends and pets, the 13th annual Bark in the Park is great
fun for everyone on Saturday
at the Murray Central Park
Courthouse Pavilion from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m.
The Humane Society of Calloway County's sponsors the
annual event. Bark in the Park.
will be Saturday. July 5. from
11 a.m. until 2 p.m. at the
Central Park Courthouse Pavilion. The whole community and
their dogs are welcome. AMinal lovers without their pets
will have a great time, too,
There will be contests, games,
arts and crafts and a silent,
auction with a variety of items.
This year's 13th annual event
will include many popular activities from previous years as
well as new ones. Popular
returning activities include contests such as Dog/Owner Lookalike. the Cake Walk, Bobbing
for Hoidogs and the Pet Photo
Contest. Also featured will be
the Kissing Booth (receive
puppy kisses from the foster
dogs for only SI) and the MilkBone relay (owners and pets
try to make it to the finish
line while carrying a MilkBone on a spoon).
While at Bark in the Park,
bids can be placed on silent
auction items that range from
pet toys and veterinarian exams
to restaurant gift certificates
and gas cards. There will be
dog related arts and crafts such
as the popular paw painting
on t-shirts and, new this year,
tote bags, as well as bowl decorating from last year's Bark

in the Park. Pets and their(=ilies can have commemorative
photographs taken by Cypres.
Springs Photography.
Great (-shirts will be avail
able for the first time with fun
designs supporting spay and
neuter as well as dog adoption. Lunch will also be available: hot dogs, drinks. watermelon and desserts can be purchased at the event and dogs
can enjoy dessert too with
homemade pupsicles. There will
even be a new pupsicle recipe
this year for the canine's enjoyment.
WKMS joins the fun of the
Bark in the Park for the first
time this year. Stop by the blue
and white WKMS booth for
treats and opportunities to win
the New York Times bestseller
of 2005. Marley. and Me *
Life and Love with the World's
Worst Dog by John Grogan,
available for the first time in
paperback this year. Just stop
by and register.
WKMS is bringing recording equipment to capture for
posterity your best pet stories
or your best stories about your
pets. Write them down before
you come for best results.
Attendees will be treated to
demonstrations of dog obedience, search and rescue by
canine members of the DES
Rescue Squad. and, for the
first time, dogs can take the
AKC Canine Good Citizen
examination at Bark in the
Park.
The Humane Society will
offer
its
low-cost,
$10
microchipping, free lost pet
photo registry and I.D. tags
for $3. Designer collars and
leashes will also be available.
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Garland reunion Saturday
Descendants of John and Elizabeth Garland will have a
reunion on Saturday at 11 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Central Park. A potluck meal will be served. For more information call Judy English at 435-4656 or Charlotte McClure at
753-9656.

This year's Bark in the Park
is sure to be fun for everyone
and proceeds will benefit programs of the Humane Society
such as spay/neuter assistance,
Friends of the Shelter, Good
Samaritan, Dog and Cat Adoption and many other programs.
The Humane Society reminds
everyone that all well-behaved
dogs up-to-date on their vet
care and on a leash at all times
are welcome to attend. No
females in season or aggressive dogs, please.
Because of the heat which
is normal for July. please do
not bring young puppies for
their own safety. Dogs at least
one-year old may enter the
contests.
The mission of The Humane
Society of Calloway County,

Windsor reunion canceled

a United Way agency. is to
extend
humane education,
teaching kindness and concern
for animals and humans alike;
to relieve suffering and prevent cruelty to animals; to
increase awareness of pet overpopulation and work to reduce
it; to enrich our community
through the promotion of quality of life for animals and people.
For more information on
this year's festivities, to volunteer or to ask questions
regarding animal issues in the
community. contact the Humane
Society of Calloway County at
759-1884
or
humanesociety0l,murrayky.net. You can also visit the
office at 607 Poplar Street Suite
A-1.

Tom and Sherry Adams of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Joe and Diann Adams
of Pegram. Tenn., Pat Pitchford of Paducah and Larry and
Lamone Mayfield of Owensboro.
The Byrd Scholarship is
named for longtime U.S. Sen.
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia, who authored the legislation establishing the program
in 1985. Kentucky receives
enough funding to award scholarships to 84 high school seniors each year, with 14 chosen from each of the state's
six congressional districts.
Recipients are chosen by an
independent panel, based on
academic achievement, community service, school involvement and counselor recommendation.

KHEAA and its sister
agency, The Student Loan People, administer student financial aid programs to help Kentuckians pay for college. They
also provide free college planning and financial aid information to students, parents and
counselors.
To learn how to plan and
prepare for higher education,
visit
www.GoHigherKY.org.
For more information about
Kentucky scholarships and
grants, visit www.kheaa.com;
write KHEAA, P.O. Box 798,
Frankfort. KY 40602-0798: or
call (800) 928-8926, ext. 7381.
For more information about
student loans, visit www.studentloanpeople.com; write The
Student Loan People, P.O. Box
24328, Louisville, KY 402240328; or call (888) 678-4625.

Murray's Freedom Fest
Parade will feature an entry
made up of anyone who desires
to participate. "A group of us
did this several years ago and
had so much fun. we thought
we should try it again," said
Roger Reichmuth, one of the
organizers.
"Our one rehearsal will be
this Thursday evening. We'll
meet at the Robert 0. Miller
Conference Center (historic
downtown post office) at 4th
and Maple Streets at 6:30 p.m.
We'll discuss what we're going
to do, hand out the kazoos, practice our songs and then march
a block or two. It's easy and
guaranteed to be fun," he said.
The band will then perform in
the parade on Saturday.
The kazoo is an instrument
invented by an African Amer-

ican named Alabama Vest from
Macon, Ga. The first kazoo was
manufactured to Vest's specifications by Thaddeus von
Clegg. a German clockmaker
in Macon. and was first publicized at the Georgia State
Fair in 1852. The instrument
is based on instruments used
in Africa for hundreds of years
to disguise the sound of somebody's voice or to imitate animals, often for ceremonial purposes. The first metal kazoos
were manufactured and patented in Eden. NY. where they
are still made in the original
factory. National news television networks had stories on
the company this past week.
For further information, call
759-2199 or contact Reichmuth
at 293-8742.

Collins receives degree
Call today to find out more about a competitive
alternative to other savings plans -- a fixed annuity from
Woodmen of the World.
•Competitive interest rotes
•Earnings compound tax deferred
•No taxes until withdrawal
The rate* interest rate* for June is 4.4%

,7L.

r h s rate vanes monthly but ;s guaranteed to never be less than 3nn
Irdwn.'bout lochn rates for I-5 years

Shelia Crouse
Barry Newsome
Field Representative Field Representative
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Worship news • due earlier !:

provided
Lucy, pictured here with her family, Randy and Dennis
Johnson. was one of the scores of pets who attended Bark in
the Park last year and enjoyed the many activities for both
canines and humans.
Photo

Kazoo band seeks participation
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Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will inert inursciay at 10:3u
a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr.,
Paducah, for a combined meeting and _
luncheon.
All retirees of the Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Marshall and McCracken County Retirement
Systems and Kentucky Sate Police Retirement System are invited. For information
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389.

Copy for the worship page is due by la:
a.m. Wednesday. The newspaper will not be..
published on Friday in observance of the
Independence day holiday.

Adams awarded Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarship
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
— National Science Honor SociRachel Adams of Murray has ety.
been awarded a Robert C. Byrd
She is one of only 84 senHonors Scholarship to help pay iors in the state this year to
for her college education. This receive a Byrd Scholarship. a
scholarship award is $1,500 a federally
funded
program
year for four years of college. administered by the Kentucky
Adams, a 2008 graduate of Higher Education Assistance
Calloway County High School, Authority (KHEAA). KHEAA
will attend the University of also administers other student
Kentucky to study chemistry.
aid programs, including the
While at CCHS, Adams was Kentucky Educational Excela member of the basketball lence Scholarship, where stuteam, soccer team, track team. dents earn money for college
Student Council, yearbook staff, by making good grades in high
Beta Club. FBLA. Fellowship school.
of Christian Athletes and
Adams is the daughter of

INEM.111111111111011=111111111.111111
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Purchase Area Chapter
plans meeting on Thursday

MONROE,La. — John Tyler
Collins of Murray, Ky.. was
one of 713 students awarded
diplomas during the spring commencement exercises held in
Fant-Ewing Coliseum on the
campus on May 17.
Collins received his bachelor of science in aviation (cum

laude) 3.500-3,648.
ULM President James E.
Cofer Sr. conferred degrees and
awarded diplomas. ULM Alumnus Robert Barham, secretary
of the Louisiana Department
of Wildlife and Fisheries. delivcommencement
ered
the
address.

The annual Windsor family reunion usually on first Sunday
in July has been canceled.

CCMS Council to meet today
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet today at 1 p.m. at the media center. This
will be for personnel.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Thursday TOPS (take oft' pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-7129 or 210-4173.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet tonight at 6 for a potluck meal and meeting at 7 at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464, east of Almo.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter wil! meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall. ill North Fifth Si. Weighin will he from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna at 2279521.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet tonight at 7 at
the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat
at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Athletes can use center
Murray and Calloway County athletes have the opportunity
to work out a( the Center for Health and Wellness during
KHSAA "Dead Period" now until July 9. Membership requires
a waiver signed by a parent and athletes must 14 years or
older. For more information and fee, call the center at 7621348

Flag retiring ceremony planned
Woodmen of World Lodge 170 will sponsor a "Flag Retiring Ceremony" on Sunday at 3 p.m. near the amphitheater in
the Murray-Calloway County Central Park. This special event
is being planned to show those who are retiring an old flag
with respect and honor. Everyone is invited to join in this special ceremony. For more information contact Rachel Wicker at
435-4160.

MHS All-Class reunion Saturday
Alumni and friends of the Murray City Schools are invited.
to attend the All-Class reunion to be held Saturday from 10 .
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Murray Middle School, Eighth and Main
Streets, Murray. A short meeting will be held in the auditorium at 11:30 a.m. and an optional, catered salad and sandwich
buffet for which reservations are required, will be offered at
noon. For information call 759-1795.

MHS Class of 1948 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1948 will have its 60th reunion
on Friday at 6 p.m. at Garden Gate Restaurant. For information call 753-3270.

MHS Class of 1955 plans event
Members and guests of the Murray High School Class of
1955 are invited to a dinner at the home of Don and Sheila
Henry, 1617 The Lane, Murray. on Friday at 6 p.m. For infor-.
mation call 753-9490.

Farmers' Market now open
Farmers' Market will be open on Tuesdays and Saturdays
from 7 a.m. to I p.m. at the Calloway County Fair Grounds,
Ky. 121 North. Featured will be a large variety of products
from locally grown and harvested.

Center released special dates
Calloway County Adult and Family Education will be closed
in order to move to its new location at 92 Chestnut St. (across
the railroad tracks from Morningstar Foods). The center will
reopen there at 8:30 a.m. on Monday, July 7. For information
call 759-5525 and this number will remain the same at the
new location.

GOING OUT OF BUSIINIES$ SALE
Women's
Shoes

Located On
Hwy. 121 South
in Mayfield, KY

Sizes to 14
Widths AAAA thru WW

Open 10 a.m. til 5 p.m.
• Monday-Saturday
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INDEPENDENCE,
Mo.
(AP)— Trying to close the book
on the debate over his patriotism, Democrat Barack Obama
borrowed Monday from the man
his party most loves to hate —
none other than President Bush.
COFtNIVISIFt
It may be odd for Democrat
commuNicArioN
Obama to cnb ideas as well as
language from Republican
Bush. But there's no denying
that the president got to the
White House -- twice — in part
by being really good at the
morn-and-apple-pie thing.
Flanked by American flags,
speaking in the hometown of
Harry Truman, and kicking off a
week of Independence Day
events, Obama
forcefully
defended his patriotism against
anyone who would challenge it.
He declared he wouldn't stand
for persistent rumors questionGREG TRAVISitedcier & Times ing his loyalty and aimed at
Pictured above, from left, are Glenda Covey, co-host of the Breakfast Show; Pete Lancaster, sinking his presidential camco-host of the Breakfast Show; Neal Bradley, program director; and Joe Pat James, daily talk paign.
Seeking to paint a vivid picshow personality.
ture of a modest, all-American
upbringing — in contrast to any
image of him as an elitist
Harvard-educated senator —
Obama invoked one of Bush's
prominent campaign themes: the
idea that generosity is the packbone of Arnenca, and voluntary
service is preferable to government handouts.
By GREG TRAVIS
on local news, weather and ments that he was 25 years old
"True patriotism cannot be
Staff Writer
sports. If it happens in Calloway when he worked here. He wasn't forced or legislated with a mere
Murray's 1,000-watt radio County you can hear about it on here that long. but he certainly set of government programs,"
said Obama.
station WNBS. 1340 AM, marks WNBS."
has made it big," James said.
That's been a recurring
its 60th anniversary today
He added,"As a career 'radio
Some others former employrefrain in Bush political speech(Tuesday). According to Joe Pat guy' I have been aware and ees have gone on to major news
es over the years, that "governJames, longtime talk show host appreciative of the efforts of organizations.
ment can hand out money, but it
with the station, the debut of Nathan B. Stubblefield and his
WNBS got its call letters cannot put hope in a person's
WNBS on July I. 1948, was the vision."
from the name of local farmer heart, or a sense of purpose in a
beginning of commercial broad"The station is only as good and
inventor
Nathan
B. person's life."
Breaking Obama's planned
casting in Murray.
as the people who work for it, Stubblefield. Stubblefield had
Murray Broadcasting Co., the both past and present. The resi- broadcast the human voice story line, the Democrat was
forced to respond to Republican
parent corporation, had been in dents of this community should "without the benefit of wires as rival John
McCain's complaint
existence for two years, he feel as privileged as I do to tune early as 1892. Many felt that this that Obama and his campaign
reported.
to 1340 each day and hear the was the beginning of radio," were wrongly questioning the
Neal Bradley, program direc- quality of the broadcasters."
James wrote in a commentary importance of McCain's military service.
tor, said a one-hour special to
Bradley agreed that the local about the station.
The Arizona senator said that
commemorate the anniversary news, weather and sports are
Stubblefield went on to
-that kind of thing is unneceswas to air live today at 11 a.m. part of the reason for the sta- receive several patents for his
sary." and the Obama camp
"Joe Pat James will host the tion's longevity. He said "The work. Because of Stubblefield,
agreed.
show, and he'll speak with an Breakfast Show" and the local for many years Murray was proObama praised McCain's
array of guests who have either sportscasts were two of the more moted as the "Birthplace of service, and the Democratic candidate's spokesman rejected
been on the air, or played a role popular shows aired on WNBS. Radio"
in getting the station on the air
James commented, "Radio is
Accoi ding to information weekend remarks from a promi60 years ago. Some of the intW • 'gteat invention and an asset to from James, the original offices nent supporter, retired Gen.
Wesley Clark, who said
views will be live via phone our community. WNBS has of WNBS were located in the
McCain's years as a Vietnam
with people who live outside the upheld the tradition of inform- Gatlin Building at Main and 4th War fighter pilot and prisoner of
area," he noted.
ing and entertaining listeners streets. Kenneth Turner was the war did not necessarily qualify
"WNBS has grown in many throughout the years. I've been first manager, however Ray
ways. but continues to provide doing this part-time for 30 years, Mofield "had been working in
local radio and local program- and I do it because I enjoy it. I that capacity during the planming specifically for Murray thoroughly enjoy radio in ning stages" of the radio station.
and Calloway County. From Murray. I just love the opportuIn describing the day WNBS
county-specific weather fore- nity to talk to people — all kinds went on the air, Turner said, "It
casts to local news and local of people, from politicians to was a great day. Dignitaries
sports, it is — and always will athletes to authors to average from the city, from the college,
be — a station that offers some- citizens who tell their stories. I even county and statewide were
thing area listeners can't get any- have talked with someone from there. None of the owners had
where else," Bradley said.
every community in Calloway ever experienced being on the
"Under the current ownership County — every community air, and they were like children
of Forever Communications, that is or was."
with brand new toys."
James said he has generally
WNBS is currently undergoing
Turner wrote that he was
expansive equipment upgrades done talk shows, but he has also honored "to have been the first
and building renovations that done commentaries, which are voice ever heard on the new
will open the door for even more similar to editorials to some Murray station."
localized coverage, including extent.
Some of the first WNBS
One of the most popular entertainment included the
expanded local news, weather
and sports on the air and via the celebrities to pass through the Hayloft Jamboree, Joe Parker
doors of WNBS is Pat Sajak, and the Sunshine Boys, Organ
Internet."
Scott Swalls, station manag- host of the long-running televi- Reveries,
Lunch
With
er, added. "I am proud to be sion game show "Wheel of Lombardo, Rhythm Ranch, A
managing a station with the her- Fortune." James said Sajak has Hillbilly Half Hour, Pleasure
itage and tradition of WNBS on sent some sound bites to the sta- Through Music, Twilight Time,
this special occasion. While tion congratulating them on the Jean Martin Show, Charlie
other stations change formats anniversary and those pieces are Spivak Serenades, Len Foster
and seemingly always try to stay currently being played on the Orchestra, Les Brown and his
ahead of trends in the industry. air.
Band. Musical Memories and
"In one of the spoes, he com- Dream Serenade.
WNBS will always be focused

Today's 60th anniversary
for WNBS radio station
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campaigns.
Some involve an allegation
that he doesn't put his hand over
his heart during the Pledge of
Allegiance and the fact that —
until recently — he has refused
to wear an American hag lapel
pin. His wile, Michelle, drew
conservatives' ire as well for
saying during the Democratic
primaries that she was really
proud of her country for the first
time in her adult life.
Earlier in the campaign,
when critics questioned why he
didn't wear the pin — as many
niale politicians do — he said he
had stopped after the 2001 terrorist attacks because he felt it
had replaced "true patriotism"
for some public officials. Later,
the pin on his lapel started showing up again. It was there
Monday_
His campaign has answered
the Pledge allegation by linking
his Web site to a C-SPAN video
of him leading the recitation
with his hand over his heart as
he presides over the Senate.
As for the latest controversy
involving McCain, Obama didn't explicitly mention Clark's
weekend remarks, but he
attempted to distance himself
from them.
Patriotism "must, if it is to
mean anything, involve the willingness to sacrifice," he said.
"For those like John McCain
who have endured physical torment in service to our country
— no further proof of such sacrifice is necessary."
"Let me also add that no one
should ever devalue that service,
especially for the sake of a political campaign. and that goes for
supporters on both sides," he
said to loud applause.
McCain aides portrayed the
comment as emblematic of what
they say is an Obama campaign
that talks about a new kind of
politics while using the old kind.
"I think that that kind of thing
is unnecessary," McCain said at
news
a
conference
in
Harrisburg. Pa. "It doesn't
reduce the price of gas by one
penny. It doesn't achieve our
energy independence or make it
come any closer. Doesn't make
any American stay in their home
who's at risk of losing it today.
And it certainly doesn't do anything to address the challenges
Americans have in keeping their
jobs, homes and supporting their
families."
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him to be commander in chief.
As for his own patriotism,
Obama said he chose Monday's
topic in part because of quesuons raised during the presidential race so far, even though he
had always considered his iove
of country a given, in fact his
inspiration for running for
office
Obama acknowledged occasional "carelessness" on the
topic. But he said that most cnticism has been the result "of the
desire by some to score political
points and raise fears about who
I am and what I stand for."
"I will never question the
patriotism of others in this campaign, and I will not stand idly
by when I hear others question
mine," he pledged to cheers
from a crowd of a few hundred
people at the Truman Memonal
Building.
Obama plans to spend all
week in the run-up to Friday's
July Fourth holiday focusing on
American values — choosing a
different theme each day and
traveling to a mix of battleground
states,
including
Missouri, Ohio and Colorado,
and traditional Republican
strongholds such as North
Dakota and Montana. On Fnday
— also the 10th birthday of his
oldest daughter, Malia — his
wife and two children are to
campaign at his side.
lie is also beginning his second television advertising campaign of the general election
season — all part of an attempt
to define the first-term Illinois
senator before Republicans do it
for him.
The issue of patriotism has
been turned on presidential candidates before to devastating
effect.
In 1988. Republican candidate George H.W. Bush cnticized rival Michael Dukakis for
vetoing a bill, as Massachusetts
governor, that would have
required teachers to lead public
school students in the recitation
of the pledge of allegiance.
Dukakis, who lost to Bush,
argued that he supported the
pledge but vetoed the bill
because a state Supreme Court
advisory opinion said it was
unconstitutional.
Obama. the son of a white
mother and black father, now
seeking to become the nation's
first black president, has been
the subject of several smear
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Losidegliack
I. years ago
Published is a picture of Dr
Rubaid Flynn. chairman of the
department of educational leadership and counseling, talking
with has new boss, Murray State
University Dean Dr Jack Rose.
dunng the receptaai before Rose
was to deliver the lecture at the
Sparks Lecture Senes The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane
Mark Kennedy has been named
bead coach of boys soccer team
at Calloway County High School
Births reported include a girl
to Stacey and Dan Sheppard and
a girl to Belinda and Rick McGee.
June 24
20 years ago
Freedom Feat 1988 opened
today and will continue with activ ities through July 4 in Murray
Mrs Lame Clark presented a
program of piano music at a
meeting of Chapter M of PEO
Sisterhood held at her home
Births reported include a girl
to Joy and Michael Brunner, June
24. a girl to Tressia and Marty
Dick and a girl to Teena and
Thomas Hack, June 26, a boy to
Melissa and Billy Bomar. June
28, a girl to Kimberly and Thomas
Wilson and a boy to Ramona
and Johnny Pierce, June 29.
30 years ago
Dr Hal E. Houston of Murray has been e:ected chairman of
the Jackson Purchase Area Health
Education System for the 197879 fiscal year
Rev. Henry McKenzie, pastor
of First Presbyterian Church, was
honored by the Murray Rotary
Club and International Rotary as
he was named a Paul Harris Fellow
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs William R. Wilson, June 19. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs Bob Burton and a boy to
Mr and Mrs. David Howard Gamble. June 29
40 years ago
Paul David Adams. 22, and

Elmer Penney. 31 both of Murray. died from injuries sustained
in a two- car collision that occurred
on Ky Hwy 80, six miles east
of Hardin on June 29
Baths reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Jerry Turner,
June 25, a girl to Mr and Mrs.
Dennis Tidwell, a boy to Mr and
Mrs Don Morris Curd and a boy
to Mr and Mrs Thomas Smith!nem June 26
In the June 27th issue about
the five Boy Scouts receiving
their God and Country Awards,
the troop should base been listed as Troop 45, instead of the
troop number published
50 years ago
Albert B Crass, electronics
technician seaman, United States
Navy. left Norfolk. Va.. aboard
the destroyer USS Rose for a
two-month Mediterranean training cruise to Northern Europe.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Dallas Wrye.
Elected as officers of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
were Mrs Baron Palmer, president, Mrs Wavel Walker. vice
president and membership chairman, Mrs. Dons Ezell, secretary:
and Mrs Oacus Bedwell. treasurer

60 years ago
The Calloway County Health
Department and Communicable
Disease Control announced that
spraying houses with DDT is now
going on and wilt continue until
every resident of the city of Murray has been offered the service.
Betty Lou Hill of Hazel High
School and Verona Smith and
Loretta Eldridge of Murray Training School. will attend the national meeting of the Future Homemakers of Amenca at Kansas City
July 6-9 They will be accompanied by Estelle Erwin. Hazel chapter advisor, and Evaline Parker,
Murray Training chapter advisor.

COMICS / FEATURES
Disappearing husband may be
sign of marriage breaking up
DEAR ABBY: My husband
of three years. 'Mike,' is never
home. He goes to work and
then haag., out with his buddies, leaving me at home with
our baby and my two other
children until late at night On
weekends.
Mike jumps
out of bed.
showers and
leaves
-sometimes
not returning until the
wee hours of
the morring.
He says he's
Door Nay "with
friends."
By Abigail
Most of
Van Buren
the time he
doesn't bother to call, but when he does
I'm usually so mad I don't
answer the phone. Mike says
he "needs his time." Well, what
about our time as a couple
and as a family? I told him
I feel like I'm running a bedand-breakfast.
My friends say they think
Mike has someone else. I'm
not sure. This has been going
on for a year and a half. and
I am tired of it He rarely
agrees to watch the baby if I
have to run to the store. When
he's home, all he does is play
video games.
Abby, Mike is 34 years old.
I am 41. He has touched me
only once in the last four
months. I feel rejected, lonely and miss the closeness. What
should I do? -- HOME ALONE
IN WEST VIRGINIA
DEAR HOME ALONE:
Your husband is behaving like
an adolescent who has run
away from home. The cause

Tellavinillstary
By The Anweiated Press
Today is Tuesday. July I. the
183rd day of 2008. There are 183
days left in the year This is Canada Day
Today's Highlight in History:
On July I. 1946, the United
States exploded a 20-kiloton atom
K bomb near Bikini Atoll in the
Pacific
On this date:
In /863, the Civil War Battle
of Gettysburg, resulting in a Union
victory, began in Pennsylvania.
In 1867, Canada became a selfgoverning dominion of Great
Britain as the British North America Act took effect.
In 1898, during the SpanishAmerican Wal. U.S. forces. including Theodore Roosevelt's "Rough
Riders," waged a victorious assault
-on San Juan Hill in Cuba.
- In 1948, New York International Airport (now John F

Kennedy International Airport) at
Idlewild began operations.
In 1948. the fare on New York
City subways doubled from a nickel to 10 cents.
In 1968, the United States,
Britain, the Soviet Union and nearly 60 °inn nations signed the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.
In 1930. -0 Canada- was proclaimed the national anthem of
Canada.
In I 987. President Reagan nominated federal appeals court Judge
Robert H Bork to the Supreme
Court, setting off a tempestuous
confirmation process that ended
with Bork's rejection by the Senate.
In 1991, President Bush nominated federal appeals court judge
Clarence Thomas to the Supreme
Court, beginning an ultimately successful confirmation
process
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Pickles cure
leg cramps?

may be another woman, anger
at you, an inability to shoulder mature responsibility or a
combination of the three But
you won't get to the bottom
of it until you can get a handle on your emotions, stop
reacting with anger. and convince him to level with you.
Believe me, you have my sympathy.
4140

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 17year-old male. When I was in
middle school. I was considerably smaller than the other
guys, and as a result. ! was
often picked on about my size.
Every year we were required
to take a physical fitness test
in P.E. My dismal performance in front of' my classmates
was a source of great embarrassment.
I'm now a junior in high
school and participate in numerous varsity sports. Even though
I am a competitive athlete. I
air -till insecure about my body.
I constantly worry about my
size -- that 1 am too fat or
too small. I am never content
about my body. How can I
build my self-confidence? -LAS VEGAS TEEN
DEAR TEEN: Begin by
having a talk with your coach.
If your body wasn't in good
shape, you would not be in
varsity competition.
Next, make up your mind
to focus on other aspects of
yourself besides the physical.
Volunteer some of your free
time to a charitable cause,
helping younger kids with
sports. or community activities It will give you less time
to obsess about your body,
help you develop other interests and make you feel good
about yourself.
If that's not enough, then
talk to a counselor, because
what you are doing is replaying 'old tapes' in your head
that have nothing to do with
the person you are today.

marked by allegations of sexual
harassment.
In 1997, Hong Kong reverted
to Chinese rule after 156 years
as a British colony
1,00
Ten yeais ago: Speaking in
Shanghai. President Clinton urged
DEAR ABBY: I dress my
his Chinese hosts to open mar- Siamese cat, "Belle." in clothes
kets. battle corruption and .allehp and pajamas.:AYes, they make
up the environment • ,
apparel for pats.) I also push
Five yea* alic4 At I 110111144‘..• her around in a stroller. My
Israeli Prime Minister ArietlItafir 'friends think fm crazy. but I
and Palestinian Prime Minister
Mahmoud Abbas rededicated them- consider Belle to be my daughter.
selves to peace efforts and spoke
One time, a teenager came
of a shared future for their peoples. Bishop Sean O'Malley was up to me as I was pushing
Belle in her stroller and asked.
named by Pope John Paul the
new archbishop of Boston, suc- "Where's the baby?" I told her
ceeding Cardinal Bernard Law. that Belle was like my baby.
who'd resigned in the wake of a
Is it nuts to treat a cat like
clerical sex abuse scandal. Jazz a child? -- MOM
OF A FUR
flutist Herbie Mann died in Pecos,
KID IN N.Y.
N.M.. at age 73
DEAR "MOW: Nuts? No.
A bid for attention ... perhaps.

13,1\1E3 V E3 L L.111E
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mothet, Pauline Phillips

DEAR DR. GOTT: I don't
remember where I read it, but
awhile ago. I came across an
article stating that dill pickles
would relieve nocturnal leg
cramps Let me start by saying it works!
have
I
suffered
from nighttime
leg
cramps all
my life, just
like
my
mother
before me.
Before the
Dr. Gott pickles. I
had
tried
just about
By
Dr. Peter Gott everything I
could find,
but the only thing that worked
was to jump out of bed once
one started, stand on the affected leg and drink lots of water.
Needless to say. it wasn't exactly conducive to sleep, and I
often awoke feeling tired and
irritable. Now all I do when
I get a cramp is take one or
two bites of a dill pickle and
go back to bed. It works very
quickly.
I hope this helps your other
readers as much as it has
helped me.
DEAR READER: Dill pickles for nocturnal leg cramps
is new to me. I have no idea
how this would help relieve
the pain of the cramps, but if
it works for you, stick with
it. Other options include drinking 8 ounces of tonic water
before bed and the soap-underthe-sheets trick.

am curious to find out
whether others have tried this
remedy, so please wnte to me
with your expenerices. either
good or bad. When I get enough
responses. I will follow up
with a results column.
To give you relate° information, I 4111 sending you a
copy of my Health Report "Dr.
Gott's
Compel I ing
Home
Remedies."
DEAR DR. (;OTT: During my last visit to my physician. I commented that since
taking Lipitor. I have had sleepless nights. He recommended
I start taking it in the morning rather than before bedtime
as I had been. I am willing
to do this as long as the drug
will be as effective if I take
it in the morning.
DEAR READER: Lipitor
will work the same regardless.
of what time of day it is taket$
or even whether it is taker::
with or without food. In my
experience, most physician
recommend some medications:
be taken in the morning anet
others at night simply to reduce
the number of pills taken simultaneously and to reduce the
chance of drug interactions. If
your physician has said you
can safely take the Lipitor in
the morning, take his advice.
If that fails to stop the sleeplessness, perhaps you could be
switched to another cholesterol-lowering medication. You
may also choose to try other
treatments, such as ornega-3,
niacin or flaxseed oil. Ask
your doctor about this.

Oftitnitillridge
South dealer,
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 105
tIPQ 106
• 87
*A 1094
WEST
EAST
41i A 9 6 2
+8 7 3
•75
•94 2
•KQ93
•A10642
+872
•K5
SOUTH
•K J 4
Ill A K .1 83
5
•QJ 63
The bidding:
South
West
Norsk East
I•
Pass
Pass
2•
3*
3+
Pass
PaSS
4
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
Ii inlay deab, the best defense is
to force declarer to ruff in the hope of
weakening or exhausting his trumps.
It follows that declarer should not
allow this to happen if there is some
way to prevent It.
Take this case where South is in
four hearts and West leads the K-Q
of diamonds, declarer ruffing the
second round. Let's assutne South
next draws three rounds of trumps
ending in his hand and then tries the
club finesse Fast w ins with the king

and returns the ace of diamonds,
forcing declarer to ruff with his last
trump.
South can now cash three club
tricks. but when he next leads a
spade, West takes the ace and leads a
diamond, and East collects two diamond tricks to put the contract down
two, The result is exactly the same if
South drives out the ace of spades
before trying the club finesse.
Declarer can avoid this ignominious fate if he takes the necessary
steps to retain control of the trump
suit After ruff-mg the diamond at
trick twi,. he should plan to play both
black suits before drawing trump..
Let's say he tries the club finesse
at trick three fast wins and returns a'
diamond, ruffed by declarer, who,
now attacks spades. West can take
the first or second spade, but the
defense is helpless. If either black
suit is returned. South wins, draws
trumps and has the rest of the tricks.
If instead West returns a fourth diamond, declarer, who has three
trumps in each hand, can ruff in
either hand and then draw trumps
before claiming the balance.
As long as the key suits break
normally. South winds up with 10
tricks by proceeding in the recommended fashion. All he has to do is to
resist the natural impulse to draw
trumps as soon as possible

Tomorrow: Plays that go against the grain.
2101 Kin; irratire,'”.4.tatr
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MAN.FLASH,LET'S
START AGAIN...
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LIVE,

44 Press on
46 Peeve
49 Hairy
humanoid
50 Tangling
54 Portsider
57 Natural
resource
58 Huge-antlered
deer
60 - kwon do
61 Household
member
62 Lost a lap
63 Feminine
principle

1 News network
4 Shore up
9 Pub pint
12 Ja. to Jacques
13 Sky hunter
14 Burning
15 Listens to
17 Trickle
19 Penny
21 Tooth pros
deg
22 Not ordinary
25 Rain gear
29 Derby St
30 Riding attire
32 Game-show
prize
33 Genre
35 Peace Prize
founder
37 Rural elec
provider
38 Turndowns
40 Peace and
quiet
42 Live - up
43 Ginger cookie
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1 Sweet murmur
2 Kernel
3 Runior
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6 Support
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THANK YOL/ FOR YOUR OFFER
TO COME OUT ANG PLAY.. WE
ARE BUSY AT THIS TIME,
HOWEVER,ANO CANNOT ACCEPT
'OUR OFFER WE HOPE YOU
WILL BE SUCCESSFUL ELSEWHERE'
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18 Cellar. briefly
20 Major no-no
22 Rinds
23 Bridge tower
24 Zodiac scales
26 Easel display
27 Kind of duty
28 Burst
of activity
31 Lingerie
purchase
34 Green parrot
36 Razed
39 Meat turner
41 Tempo
45 Cool
47 Wheel parts
48 Granny or
square
50 Broom
companion
51 Exist
52 New Year
ir; Hanoi
53 Baby babble
55 Mai (rum drink)
56 Urge
59 - sue me'
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RACER GOLF ROUNDUP
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U.S. OLYMPIC TRIALS

Newcomb
qualifies for
USGA event
MSU GOLFER WILL
PLAY IN PUBLIC LIN1KS
CHAMPIONSHIP
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State student-athlete Nick
Newcomb qualified for the United States
Golf Association Public Links Championship by winning medalist honors at
Cambridge Golf Club in Evansville, Ind.
The championship final will be conducted July 14-19 in
Aurora, Colo. at Murphy Creek Golf Course.
Newcomb's rounds of
72-68=140 in Evansville
were the best in the field
.
of 36 competitors where
two spots in the USGA
piewc
-L0—mb
event were available.
Newcomb
played
solid golf all day long, but saved his
best for last when he only needed nine
putts on the final nine holes in his fourunder par 68.
This is Newcomb's third time to
qualify for one of the USGA events,
he also played in the United States
Amateur and the Public Links in 2006.
"I'm looking forward to going back,"
said Newcomb, who will be a junior
with the Racer team in the fall. "I'll
be a little more comfortable, the last
time I played, it was an overwhelming
experience. I feel like I'll play better
this time around."
The competition in Colorado calls
for 36 holes of stroke play that will
lead to the top 64 advancing to match
play.
U.S. Amateur Public Links Championship has a history dating back to
1922. The competition is open to any
bona fide public-course player whose
USCA Handicap Index does not exceed
4.4. The USGA conducts 13 national
championships, 10 of which are strictly for amateurs.
Newcomb, a native of Benton, Ky.,
had a very memorable sophomore season with Murray State. He won medalist honors in April at the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship at the Country Club of Paducah when he shot
rounds of 75-71-70=216. Newcomb
punctuated his title with a hole-In-one
on the second hole.

PGA TOUR

On
crutches
WOODS EAGER TO
'HAVE HEALTHY LEG'
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) — Tiger
Woods does not know when he can
play golf again, but he said Monday
his rebuilt left knee has been sore his
entire PGA Tour career and he looks
forward to playing on two good legs.
"My left knee has been sore for 10
to 12 years," Woods said during a conference call for his AT&T National tournament, his first public comments since
reconstructive surgery last Tuesday. "It
will be nice to finally have a healthy
leg. The doctors have assured me that
my long-term health will be a hell of
a lot better than it's been over the last
decade. I'm really looking forward to
that.Woods said doctors in Utah used a
tendon from his right hamstring to
rebuild the anterior eructate ligament in
his left knee, which he said had always
been weak and finally snapped while
jogging on a golf course last July.
He is in a brace and will be on
crutches for three weeks to keep weight
off his knee.
Woods said he most likely would
not be able to attend the AT&T National, which starts Thursday at Congressional, because there was swelling on
the flight home to Florida after surgery
and doctors have advised him to avoid
planes.
"But who knows?" he added. "I don't
really listen to doctors all that well.
anyway."
Woods apparently wasn't listening in
May when X-rays revealed a double stress
fracture in his left tibia as he was getting back in shape from arthroscopie
surgery to clean out cartilage in his
troublesome left knee after the Masters.
In a story told by swing coach Hank
O Sea WOODS, 28

Katie Hoff swims in the women's 400-meter freestyle preliminaries at the U.

MARK TERRILL / M'
Olympic swimming trials in Omaha, Neb. Monday.

tilling Double Duty
HOFF TO COMPETE IN TUESDAY PRELIMINARIES OF THE 200 FREE AND 200 IM
By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Hey.
Michael Phelps. You've got some
catching up to do.
Katie Hoff, a teenager front the
same North Baltimore club that
launched Phelps, is set to swim 900
more meters at the U.S. Olympic
trials than the sport's resident superstar.
And Hoff is already 2-for-2, having rallied to win the 400-meter
freestyle Monday night, just 24 hours
after she set a world record in the
400 individual medley.
She held off Kate Ziegler, America's best distance swimmer, to win
with a time of 4 minutes, 2.32 seconds.
Phelps has earned a spot on his
third Olympic team, having won the
men's 400 IM, also in world-record
time on opening night. He figures
to swim up to 3,800 meters over
the eight-day meet, making him a
relative slacker compared to Hoff's
anticipated 4,700 meters.
She'll pull double duty Tuesday.
competing in morning preliminaries
of the 200 free and 200 IM. If she
advances as expected, Hoff will return
in the evening for two semifinals.
Whew!
She's already done about a mile
of races in Omaha and plans to compete in four more before the week
is out, pursuing an Olympic program just slightly less ambitious than

Tuesday night. and if he advances,
Phelps will swim the 200 fly semifinals, too. On opening night, Phelps
and Lochte both eclipsed the old world
record in the 400 1M. but Phelps
get his hand on the wall first.
On Monday night, Hoff became
the first U.S. swimmer to lock up
two races in Beijing.
Phelps had a relatively light day
on his 23rd birthday. What other
present did he get besides a spot in
the 200 final?
Lochte ordered up a set of grillz, the mouth jewelry worn by their
favorite rappers, but the gaudy bling
hasn't come in yet. Phelps also was
awaiting a gift from his mother. Debbie, who cheered him on florn the
stands of the Qwest Center.
"Her being here is enough," he
NAT1 HARNIK / AP said.
Katie Hoff reacts to her victory
Lochte had a busy day Monday,
in in the women's 400-meter indi- qualifying for the final of the 100
viduai medley finals at the U.S. backstroke. World record holder Aaron
Olympic swimming trials in Omaha, Peirsol advanced with the secondfastest time, beaten out by Randall
Neb.
Bal's effort of 53.09 that just missed
the one Phelps will attempt in hopes
Peirsol's mark of 52.98.
of knocking off Mark Spitz's record
Two more world records fell Monof seven golds in one Olympics.
day — both in morning preliminarPhelps will be in action on Day
ies, about 2 minutes apart. Hayley
3, going in the 200 butterfly prehIcGregory knocked off Natalie
lims, where he's likely to be king
Coughlin's 4 1/2-month-old mark in
of the pool. He's the world record
the 100 backstroke with a time of
holder and there's no Ryan Lochte
59.15 seconds, only to have Coughto challenge him in the event.
lin take it right back in the next
But the two rivals and friends
heat at 59.03.
will meet up in the 200 free final
They pulled back in the evening

semifinals, clearly wanting to save
something for their hcad-to-hcad
matchup Tuesday.
Christine Magnuson. a Tennessee
swimmer, won Monday's other final,
claiming het first trip to the Olympics
with a win in the 100 butterfly. The
victory was helped by Coughlin's
decision not to swim, even though
she holds the American record.
Brendan Hansen had a big letdown in the 100 breaststroke, despite
locking up a second straight trip to
the Olympics.
After just missing his own world
record in the semifinals. Hansen got
off to a sluggish start and struggled
home in 59.93, good enough to win
but nearly a full second off his
record of 59.13. He glared at the scoreboard. stared at the water, then shook
his head slightly.
"I'm a little disappointed, obviously, at the time, but you can't be
mad about the fact of making your
second Olympic team," Hansen said.
"If I had to pick a place to break
that world record, it would be at
the Olympics. I've done it at the
trials before (in 2004) and it's fun,
but it's a lot more fun when you
break it at the Olympics."
Hansen already was looking ahead
to the 200 breaststroke, where he
hopes to take back the record Japanese rival Kosuke Kitajima snatched
away from him less than a month
ago.

ST. LOUIS 7, NEW YORK I

Mulder makes return in Redbirds' win
Si. LOUIS STARTER
RETURNS FROM DL STINT,
PITCHES NINTH IN WIN
By 11.9- FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Several New York
Mets hitters came in with gaudy career
numbers against Kyle Lohse. They did next
to nothing against the St. Louis Cardinals'
resurgent right-hander.
Lohse, who allowed an unearned run in
seven innings of the Cardinals' 7-1 victory or. Monday night, showed them he is
not the same guy who entered the year 11
games below .500 for his career and had
to wait until mid-March for a free agent
deal.
Albert Pujols had two hits and two RBIs
to back Lohse's seventh straight win. Chris
Duncan added a two-run homer, his first
since May 16, and Aaron Miles had three
hits while extending his hitting streak to
12 games.
The Cardinals won the opener of a fourgame series against a team that's dominated them lately — at least in the regular

season. They won the 2006 World Series
after upsetting the Mets in a seven-game
NLCS. but had lost eight ot the previous
10 regular-season meetings.
John Maine (8-6! lasted only four innings
to match his season Worst for the Mete
who have lost three cif four and dropped
the opener of an eight-game trip against
the Central-contending Cardinals and IsIL
East-leading Phillies. This is the Mets' first
trip to St. Louis since they opened the
2007 season with a three-game sweep,
outscoring the defending champs 20-2.
Mark Mulder got the last three outs,
making the first relief appearance of his
career in his season debut. He missed most
of the previous two seasons with a shoulder injury. Throwing from a lower arm
angle after problems cut short one rehab
assignment earlier in the year, he allowed
two hits with a strikeout.
"Of course I want to be starting. but
right now I really could care less," Mulder said. "It's just a relief to be out there
TOM GANNAM / AP
and feeling good about what you're doing.Lohse allowed live hits against a line- Mark Mulder pitches for the first time since last season
up loaded with hitters with big career num- in the ninth inning against the Mets Monday night in
bers against him, striking out four and St. Louis. Mulder faced five hitters, allowing two hits,
walking iwo.
as the Cardinals beat the Mets 7-1.
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Bulls hope to blossom
with Rose pointing way
By ANDREW SELIGMAN
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — His
name and face were all over
the arena, and a highlight video
showed Demck Rose's best college and high school momenta.
He hit jumpers. He threw
down vicious dunks. He twisted his body like a contortionist while flipping in layups
and left a long line of defenders staring helplessly.
The Chicago Bulls hope the
trend continues after taking
Rose, who grew up on the
city's South Side. with the No.
I pick in last week's draft
even though they continue to
preach patience.
"We can't sit up here and
throw the weight of the world
on him," general manager John
Paxson said at Rose's introductory news conference Monday.
instead, they threw a No.
1 jersey on him, giving him
a uniform number to match
his draft spot and his position. They also placed his namesake flower on each chair.
Whether the point guard who
led Memphis to a record 38
wins and the NCAA championship game can help the Bulls
blossom following a dismal
33-49 season remains to be
seen.
Those qualities led the Bulls
to take him over Michael
Beasley. Instead of the highscoring forward from Kansas
State, they picked a dynamic
floor leader who averaged 14.9
points and 4.7 assists in his
lone season at Memphis and
who also happened to grow

up in the rough Englewood
neighborhood a few miles from
the United Center.
Rose said there were "a lot
of distractions, kids wanting
to go out a lot." He chose to
ignore those distractions and tag
along with his older brothers.
spending long days playing at
Murray Park until his mom
would call him home. That set
him on a course that led to
stardom at Chicago's Simeon
Career Academy and Memphis, where he had the Tigers
in position to win the championship until he missed one
of two free throws with 10.8
seconds left in regulation. The
Jayhawks' Mario Chalmers then
hit the tying 3-pointer and
Kansas won in overtime.
Rose's new basketball home
features six championship banners hanging from the rafters,
along with Michael Jordan's
and Scottie Pippen's retired
numbers. He's old enough to
remember the end of that era
and this strange habit his brother Dwayne had.
"I remember when they were
playing Utah when I was a
little kid, every time Jordan
got the ball in his hands my
older brother Dwayne used to
turn off the TV and everybody used to get mad at him,"
Rose said.
He's not sure why his brother did that.
All he knew was joining
the Bulls is a "a dream come
true" and that he's "very happy"
they picked him.
To that, a grinning Paxson
said, "Better be."

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today tor a FREE quote
978.0355 • 1702 miry lit *k BYPASS • Mi8553 VI
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
AS Times COI
East Dirtsion
W
GB
L PM
Tampa Bay
—
50 32 810
Boston
50 36 588 1 1/2
hew York
44 39 530 6 1/2
Bellmore
41 40 506 6 1 12
Toronto
41 43 486
10
Central Division
W
L Pct OS
Chicago
47 35 573
—
Minnesota
45 38 542 2 112
Detroit
42 40 512
5
Kansas City
36 45 468 9 1/2
Cleveland
37 48 44610 1/2
West Division
W
L PM Oa
Los Angeles
49 34 590
—
Oakland
45 37 549 3 1/2
Texas
43 41 512 61(2
Seattle
31 51 37817 1(2

CHARLIE ARBOGAST
AP
Chicago Bulls first round draft pick Derrick Rose, a Chicago native, shoots from the foul line during a marketing
photo session with the Bulls' photographers at the United Center in Chicago Monday.

Monday's Gems.
Texas 2. NY Yankees I
Kansas City 6 13altrnore 5. 11 innings
Tampa Bay 5 Boston 4
Detroit 5 Minnesota 4
Chicago White Sox 9. Cleveland 7
Oakland 6. L A Angels 1
Toronto 2. Seattle 0
Tuesdey's Germs
Texas at N Y Yaniuses. 6 05 p m
Kansas City at Baitorriore, 6 05 p m
Boston at Tampa Bay, 6:10 p m
Detroit at Minnesota. 7 10 p in
Cleveland at Chicago White Sox. 7 11
pm
Oakland all A Angels. 9 05 p m
Toronto at Seattle. 9 10 p m
Wednesday's Games
Detroit (Bonen* 2-0) at Monnesora
iBleckbum 6-4). 12 10 pm
Oakland (Eveland 8-5) al L A Angels
(Saunders 11-4). 2•35 p m
Texas(Mendoza I-2) at N! Yankees
(Ponson 5-.1) 6 05 p m
Kansas City Noche 6-8) at Baltimore
(0 Cabrera 5.4), 6 05 p m
Boston (Matsuzaka 9-1) at Tampa Bay
lKazinir 7-31, 6 10 p m
Cleveland (Sabethia 6-8) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 7-6). 7 11 pm
Toronto (McGowan 6-61 at Seattle
(Washburn 3-7), 9 10 p.m
Thursday's Gaines
Boston at N V Yankees. 606 p rn
Kansas Cit., at Baltimore 605 p m
Oakland at Chicago While Sox 7 11
pm
Detroit at Seattle 9 10 o ri

International golfers rule LPGA majors
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Goff Writer
EDINA, Mum.(AP)— Morgan Pressel, one of only six
Americans to win an LPGA
major this decade, had finished
IWO

BNB

WWI

ME

her week at Interlachen and
was leaning against a clubhouse door when she watched
the solemn march of Stacy
Lewis and Paula Creamer
toward the 10th tee
WWI

WNW

MUM

"Uh-oh," she said quietly as
she studied their expressions.
Pressel is friends with both
players and didn't need to see
a scoreboard.
Lewis and Creamer, the first
IONS

WEI

WIN
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all-American final pairing at
the U.S. Women's Open in five
years. played the front nine at
Interlachen in a combined 81
shots. Both made double bogey
on the par-5 second hole.
Creamer made another double
bogey at No, 9, and her face
was as pink as just about every
article of clothing she wore.
It wasn't pretty.
The state of American golf
on the LPGA Tour doesn't look
that much better at the moment.
lnbee Park. a 19-year-old
South Korean, became the latest international player to win
an LPGA major on Sunday
when she limited her mistakes
to only three holes and closed
with a 2-under 71 for a fourshot victory. She was the only
player among the final nine
groups who broke par in the
final round.
There are five majors remaining this decade, starting with
the Ricoh Women's British
Open at Sunningdale in four
weeks. Americans already are
assured of their lowest output
in the majors, a statistic skewed
by the massive influx of international players on a tour that
really is the only show on
earth for women's golf.
Amencans have won at least
30 majors in every decade, but
in this one they have won only
eight out of 35.
Juli Inkster. who celebrated
her 48th birthday a few weeks
ago, and 45-year-old Meg Mallon have two each. Sherri Steinhauer, who turns 46 at the end
of the year, has another.

RICH SCHULTZ / AP
Morgan Pressel drops her
putter after missing a putt
on the 16th hole during the
final round of the Sybase
Classic LPGA golf tournament at Upper Montclair
Country Club in Clifton, N.J.,
back in May. Of the 35 majors
this decade, Americans have
won only eight of them.

National Larva Standings
AN Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
44 39 530
Pm!aaelprms
43 39 524
1f2
'for%
40 42 468 3 12
Ailarqa
40 434.82
4
Washington
33 51 39311 1/2
Central DIvielOn
W
L Pct OM
Chicago
50 33602
-St LOVE
48 36 571 2 12
44 38 5.37 5 1/2
Mikvaukse
Houston
40 43 482
10
Cincinnati
39 4546411 1,2
38 44 46311 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pct Oil
Anions
42 41 508
—
Los Angeles
38 44 463 3 112
San Frarceco
36 474-34
6
San Diego
33 51 393 91/2
Colorado
32 51 386
10

Monday's Genies
St Louis 7 N Y Mets 1
Florida 6 Washington 5 10 wirings
Cncinnati 4 Pittsburgh 3
Houston 4 L A Dodgers
San Diego 15 Colorado 8
Arizona 6 Milwaukee 3
Chicago Cubs 9 San Francisco 2
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia at Atlanta 6 10 p m
Washington at Florida 5 10 p Or
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati 6 10 p m
A Dodgers at Houston 7 05 p m
N Y Mete at St Louis 7 15 p m
San Diego at Colorado 806 p m
Milwaukee at Arizona 840 p in
Chicago Cubs at San Francisco 9 15
m
Wednesday's Games
Washington (Od Perez 2-51 at Florida
(Nolasoa 8-4). 11 10 a m
Philadelphia (Eaton 2-6) at Atlanta
(Camprito 3-2). 6 10 p in
Pittsburgh (Van Benschoten 1-2) at
Cincinnati(Thompson 0-1) 6 10 p m
L A Dodgers (Kunxia 3-6) at Houston
(Hernandez 0-1) 7 05 p m
N V Mets (Martinez 2-2) at Si Louis
(LOoper 9-51 7 15 p m
San Diego (Wo/1 8-7) at Colorado
(Jimenez 2-8) 8(z5 p m
Milwaukee (McClung 5-3) at Arizona
10wings 6.7) 8 40 p m
Chicago Cubs (Dernpster 9-3) at San
Francisco (Correia 1-5) 9 15 p
Thursday's Games
L A Dodgers at Houston. 1 05 pm
Milwaukee at Arizona 2 40 p in
Chicago Cubs at San Francisco. 605
pm
Philadelphia at Atlanta 6 10 pm
Washington at Cincinnati. 6 10 p m
Flooda at Colorado, 705 p m
Y Mets at St Louis, 7.15 p.m.

is Woods
From Page 1B
Haney, doctors said the best
treatment was for Woods to
spend three weeks on crutches, followed by three weeks
of rest. Haney said Woods
looked at the doctor and said,
"I'm playing the U.S Open,
and I'm going to win."
Woods said he knew the
U.S. Open at Torrey Pines
would be his last tournament
of the year no matter what
happened.
"I really didn't practice a
whole lot going into the Open.
and I couldn't play more than
nine holes in preparation for
it.- he said. "After dealing with
that, I decided to make the
U.S. Open my last event for
the season, no matter how it
turned out. Whether I missed
the cut or if 1 ended up winning the tournament, it was
going to be my last event.Ile won in spectacular fashion, making a 12-foot birdie
putt on the 72nd hole to force
a playoff with Rocco Mediate,
then winning on the 19th hole
of a playoff. That gave Woods
his 14th career major, and five
victories in seven starts worldwide this year.
Woods said he had to use
crutches for three weeks, followed by gradually putting
weight on his knee, then flexing it.
"As far as longterm. I really don't know." he said in a
conference call that lasted just
over 20 minutes. "We have to
see how this thing heals. Everyone heals at a different rate.
Some people are back to playing sports in six months, some
are nine, some are 12. So to
be honest with you, no one
really knows until we start the
rehab process.Woods will miss his first
major since turning pro at the
British Open at Royal Birkdale, where he finished one
shot out of a playoff in 1998.
He also will miss the PGA
Championship at Oakland Hills,
and the Ryder Cup.
"I just had some good feelings going into those two major
championships, to a venue that
I liked." he said. "And not to
be able to go, it is frustrating.He said he did not consider going to the Ryder Cup in
any capacity but a player. Woods
mathematically clinched a spot

CHARLIE RIEDEL r AP
In his first public comments
since winning the U.S. Open
on a wounded knee, Tiger
Woods discusses his knee
surgery while promoting his
PGA Tour event that he
won't be playing, Monday.
on the U.S. team with his victory at Torrey Pines, so the
top nine players in the standings through the PGA Charri7 '
pionship will be the eight qualifiers.
"I'm not pan of the team,
unfortunately." he said. "It's
about those 12 guys. It's not
about me. I'm not pan of that
crew."
Woods first had surgery ors,
his left knee while at Stanford
in 1994 to remove a benign •
tumor. He had surgery after
the 2002 season to drain fluid
and remove cysts around hiS
ACL.
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TV, radio
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
9:05 p.m.
WGN — Chicago Cubs at San
Francisco
SWIMMING
7 pm.
USA — U S Olympic Trials at Omaha
Neb
TENNIS
6 a.m.
ESPN2 — The Championships
women's quarterfinals at Wimbledon
England
9 a.m.
NBC — The Championships, woman's
quarterfinals at Wimbledon, England
(hue and same-day lapel
Noon
ESPN2 — The Championships
women s quarlr rhna)s at Wrnbledon
England
WNBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Phoenix at Atlanta
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to eredt
Tie first ~mon of hew ads for any
ranee

error Murray Ledger & Times rell be
responsible for one one incorrect

Pei 08
530 524 12
488 3 1 2
482
4
3931112

WISIVIDI

My error Mould be report-

ed immediately so corrections car
be made

Pet CM
602
-571 2 12
537 5 1/2
482
to
46411 1/2
46311 1/2

NOTICE
Thursday July 3rd is Tuesday July 1st @ 1:00

innings

Saturday July 5th is Wednesday July 2nd 011:00
Monday July 7th & Smart Saver is Thursday July 3rd @ 11:00
There will ngt be a paper printed on Friday, July 4th.
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Atlanta

Happy

1-2/ at
610pm
at Houston

80th

St Louis
torado

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position
RN/LPN- Full time 2p10p.Off every other
weekend and one day
during the week.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Heeith Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield
KY 42066

Martha
) Gore

I Arizona

-3) at San
5pm
ea
05 p m
pm
*co.605

Ileac*

Reduce Your

)pm.
10 p.m.
m.
p.m.

501C3

Christian

Taxes
iviinisiries

is

looking for a tax deductible donation of
land or a building to expand it's

the Murray Calloway CO.
area. Please contact Rev. Michael
Richardson at 270-293-5687.
Ministry in

mow

Nolte
BLUEBERRIES
S2.00/11). Pick
you
own. 1519 Radio Rd.,
Dexter. (after 5pm
daily) 270-753-0289.
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DAYLILIES are
in
bloom! Gurnee $5.00
& up. Pots $2.50 & up.
684 Crossland Rd .
Murray. Wed-Sat 9:005:00 or by appt
270-227-0460.
'THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occui.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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Due to the 4th of July holiday the
classified deadlines have changed:
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CONSTRUCTION
WORKERS- Get
extensive training in
various construction
trades. H.S. grads up
to age 34 call
1-800-777-6289 today.
THE Palace Bar in
Leederbottom KY is
now offering five entertainment Wed thru Sat
night. We are seeking
live bands/ singers to
book for weekends.
open mic night and
amateur contest. Also
seeking Karaoke coordinator and singers
We offer a full bar and
smokers are always
welcome. Happy Hour
7-9. Dance floor open
nightly. For information
and booking cad 270227-9938.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on ow classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be reduexted
to tobnetwork.cem
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wnbsite
However, as a national
*there. not all listings
on the Johnelwoticcom
ore placed through
the Murray Ledger
et Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
eih listings Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterenses
may be lust the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only, posarvery.
FULL-TIME Sales
Representative
Needed. Seeking indi
vidual with outgoing
personality to generate
leads, close sales, and
train on PowerClaim
software solutions
Some travel required.
Base pay plus commission; benefits
include health/life/dental insurance. retirement, 18 paid clays off
per year, and tuition
assistance. Minimum
1 year college
required and sales
expenence preferred.
Email resumes to candice0powerclaim.00rn
MAJOR TRANSITS.
MURRAY. KY. TAKING
applications for OTR
drivers. 270-761-3912

INTERVIEWING PT
help w/ experience in
phone sales. Health
care knowledge a plus
8-10 hrs per wk.
Pnmarty evening. Cali
Steve 759-0257.
IT Senior Security
Analyst for the
University of
Tennessee Martin
Information Secunty
Office - Pay Grade
4142. DOE&Q.
Bachelors degree
required in Computer
Science. MIS.
Enguveenrig, or a
related technical field
or equivalent work
related experience.
The candidate must
have experience in the
following areas: computer and network
security pnnciples and
thee imperneetation.
brewed installation and
management practices, vulnerability
assessment and penetration testing software
and techniques,
Unix/Linux and
Windows operating
systems, understanding of networking technologies with an
emphasis in TCP/1P &
Internet protocols.
The following experience is preferred
Cisco 10/100/1000
switches, routers, arid
firewalls, incident
response fundamentals including forensic
anaiysis, and working
as a team ir building a
collaborative environment All security certifications considered a
plus Apply with cover
letter. resume and
three references to:
The University of
Tennessee
IT - Business Office
Kingston Pike Budding
2309 Kingston Pike
Room 1321
Kporritle, TN 379961712
Attn. Pat Mack
JANITORIAL/HOUSEKEEPER opening in
Murray area. Benefits
include medical, 401K.
holiday & vacation pay
Fax reseme to
270-444-0389
NOW teldng applications for all positions
end all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
PECO Products needs
a Fr inside sales rep to
call newold act-flints,
qualified toads provided, salary+comeession, email resume to.
infoSpacoproducts.co

Bk.

HOME HEALTH
REGISTERED NURSES
Hems County Medical Center is seeking
7 Registered Nurse, ter our Home Health
Department
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee Hear Health experience
preened Will train qualified candidate-We offer excellent benefits, a competitor
rains package. age-on bonus & a career
ladder pmgram Interested ,:aiatalates shield send
resume or apply in person

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 M72
cowen@hcnic-tn.org
Equal Opporfant1) Lenpiiner

NIB"Med

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS

OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL
Calloway County Propano ni
lOydray nas an waning in.
04ka 141anayor owl a
Glancati posMon Must have
a good arntone arid Once
rorpenorce
Not
y.4w ever ha.. *Oh
woentint pay and Sondra,
/Sims* cm (270)753-7485
oi 1-000-074-4427
ex! 142 on entail
toyormayck•Antos corn

PAINTING contractor
is recruiting expenprofessional
enced
iourneyrnen painters
Must have 4-years professional
painting
expenence. Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.
PART time Resort
Housekeeper.
Saturdays mandatory
436-2345
Practical Dentist
Assisting
We are now accepting registration for
the
class
which
begins Sept. 6, 2008.
You will be trained on
Saturdays
for
11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present iob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms.
Visa
OUP
website
www.bohledental.co
In or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
Steven G Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA Benefits include
4-oay work week
Ernst resume to
sieve0sacora com

M

ee & Caesar.

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270- 753-9006.
If you would like a
weekly house clearing,references are
available, please call
me.(270)767-1636
RETIRED nurse will
care for sick Or elderty.
759-1154

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.2556
Thad to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

..6

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567

3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washerelryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator
Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458

TWIN axel trailer, nice
shape
good tires.
$575. Sandpiper sail
boat 80 se,' Sail! tun
boat $450. 1 or 2 person Mambo towable
float $50 763-6487
before 9:30prn.

3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE
753-9896.
Duplex's for rent. All
appliances included.
767-9948
NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. water
paid, available now, no
pets $260/mo.
753-5980

(210)753-1713

GOY LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for $0 down
Call
for
FREE
APPROVAL
731-5844429.

GO-CART, 6 HP. runs
great. $550. 436-6074.
HAY square bale $4
Electric clothes dryer
$50 753-0313
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

3648R. 28A available
now, appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9698
3 BR house, CAI/A. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694.

likeial

Name For Sal.

WAD Name For Runt
4BR. $295. 753-6012
320
Amidessres For Rent
1 OR 2tr apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
213R& 38R apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month depose, nc
pets 753-2905

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental

18,4 Bedroom houses
in Murray, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109
3 BR, 1 BA, C/H/A,
refrigerator, w/d, 1610
Dodson.
$675/mo.
Pets considered. 7591771. Available now.
38R, 1I3A. all new
appliances,
carpet,
HVAC,
completely,
-edone. Close to hospital. Absolutely no pets.
$550/month. 405 S
11th St. 270-293-5573.
HAZEL 3BR. C/H/A,
$400 month. +deposit
& lease. 492-8526

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
75,3-7668

j
ilitialgtin

WAREHOUSES
•
1850 St Flt 1.21S

murray *1( Y 42071
270-75g-5S?:

NEON BEACH
MINI-ST*1MM
*All Sin Units

QUEEN size peter,
* top
Sealy Posturepedic
Mattress $200.00. 95
Honda Accord 2
horse trailer with tack.
(270)435-4098

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Sale & clean
stee sell boxesl
sede rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Gees Taylor '
Mersey at Lau
Camracts,Desk
Cbmispo
761-48511

OFFICE Of retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
SHOPS
40'x48'.
40e40', gas heat, onsudated,. 12 ft. walls.
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Call
Cados Black
270-436-2935.

1\1111-1t1 II
Ill 111 II 1 11 1.!

'
I

4 4411.44

1,111):\1•

1
NEW 4 BP 2 BA 2
car garage, concrete
dnve. 4.000 total sqft
and 2600 lieng sqft
Lanocie Lane
Subdivision.
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032.

2
ref
pup
;:
istei
ies
arie:d
:
$31y7
ellow
m00
. lab
(270)293-6313
DOG Obedience
436-2858
Registeirecl Malt Poo's
270'-4-89-2761.
270-519-4472

NEW
construction
home, 3BR. 28A
Laminate
and
tile
floors, oak cabinets,
concrete drive. In small
subdivision south of
Murray Buy direct from
owner and save. Call
tor appt
270-293-6944.

SfilleTZU
puppies
AKC, shots. wormed,
$300-$350, 2 boys
ready now. Boys & girls
available August 3rd
Reserve your baby
now (270)251-0310
evenings

Neer 24
aulosso bums
liserflisM
Basaits.
Matt Junisas

ENO
Manny Ladger & Times Fa.
Mamma kd
AD real VAN! Alwittse
o gabled lo the Federal Fall
FLOWN Act whidi makes it
dlegal to advertise Pry prefer.
'mire. Irmitabon or discrenmabon based on raw, (Mot ma
pax its. handicap, nenthal status or rowan/ anget or intention to make rim such !reefer.
ems, luntlaborts'of dismnunation
State awn torbsd dismnunanor
m the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
adeittion to those protected
under teckral Law
We will knowingly accept an
acherbstng tor teal estate which
is not in violence, of the law AU
rtrats are hereby stormed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal :I./porton& hasp

293-9892
eEDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot. with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock. concrete
boat
ramp.
$248,500.00.
Dell
753-2905 or 293-8595.
:•

USED TIRES

For timber assetrance with Far
Housnut Advertising requirements, conta,1 NAA Counsel
Rene P Nilars
648-1000

14 15. 16 ince
Startelig.et $20
mounted

KEY MINI,

Rental Property &
Pmpritt. Manal
,
ernent
Set-sire. asailabte
Cali 761-7355
I orueritmerealty

3/3 stone house, ,25
acres, barns. fenced,
Kentuckyy
Lake
access via bordering
TVA, $279,500. Photos
at http://vninelanclandfarm.correproperties/w
estern_kentucky_hors
e_farm_.asp.
270-354-6805.
313R, 2BA, 2.500
sq.ft., fireplace, fenced
yd, barn. 32 acres
21351 Kirksey rd.
(270)227-0479

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

Articles
For Sale

2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
Deluxe
Companion
Package
inside
Chapel Opening aria
closing fee included
(479)244-5968

CHROME Craft glass
top table witIV6 chairs
& 4 matching bar
stools, white custom
made entertainment
center. 703-6118 or
753-5490

(2711)2/3-6906

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
129

BABY Grano Piano,
black, like new, moving
must sell. $2.750
(270)984-8571

ANTIQUE tull size
'Water Falr style bedroom suite. 293-2165.

Caner airi2i & Gkedsle
leXle $25 1•115 Ste
(274)436-LS24

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Centre! Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

DRYER (off white)
$50.00. 753-9605

2212 Brookhaven
Drive
4 BR, 2.5 BA, Bonus Room. 2.500 sq ft
$229.000
•
Call 270-556-6154 or
270-559-0980

ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
725 S.4111 ST.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

1998 Guff Stream Sun
Voyager Motor Home.
38,000 miles, new
tires, 12ft slide cut.
2003
Malibu
Car
37,000 miles with ex
cali-bar- low together
or separate. Call
270-753-8004
293-8004.

,
forv.Bi)otts
COME see us 2.
Shopping on line affiliate, choose from 1800 FLOWERS. Dell
Computers.
Overstocked corn,
W90118rt, affordable
mortgage and health
care Start a business
90 10 www comecus2 corn

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

LARCE
SELECTION
USED APPLiANe ES
WARD EMIRS
Adidas
For Sale

VISA

Amid*
*low Have
Climate Control

713-3$53

Call 753-56Co

••••••
0.10.11.11.1v

Progenyj
LAKE LOT SALE!
1+ AC- $29,900
FREE Boat Slips
Sat. July 12th
All new 1+ acre lake
access parcel on
160.000 acre
Kentucky Lake Save
$5000 GLIARANTEED!
Prime dockable
lakefront available
Lowest financing in
25+ years Be 1st to
see! Call now 1-800704-315.4
x 1919

BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032
Per els
2BR house 1307
Overby, will finance
(270)753-5731
(270)293-0663

2005 Ford Escaee
4wd. 58k miles, Sur e
roof,6 disc cd changer •
tow package, tinted windows ar,d morn
$12,950 978-1973

Used Cars

11111114
IIM11.1111
i27
299621.11L94E -

l

Fria cru ?Iwo!

Mi 759-4993

Giving away
something
for free?
We will run it
one day for
free.
753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
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(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

1-74mg
Calloway
WEST
County Development
Track Hoe Dom.
Backhoe work. Septic
systems Toe soil arid
Gravel tor sale, deitycrud 270-210-3781,
270-559-2032

9:9:11111/411K ntlaillit- 11111111iT*1al
NO MINMIWISSI!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Thaartscialy Ityranseires
-Rudy 1Otto Alt 71:00 1110
-Mi.
Between Mayfield & Murray, KY
Located Along The New Four Lane Hwy SO
With Frontage Ori Flood Road & Nara Road
3.3 Mame NW Of The GM'S'Cancrawy County Line
4.9 Mass Southeiat 011aiyasa, Ammar
In 3 Tracts And In Combinations
114/1Paavir Poarinteres •
III
Outstanding Liscamtlanis
Ai Aiwa With 14T Of FM( Lane Frontage
16601 Flood Road Frontage Plus
391' Of Rear Access Road Frontage
1.34 Mess With 293 Of Four Lane Frontage
335' Of Flood Road Frontage
231 Mem With 433' Of Four Lane Frontage
392' Of Merit Road Frontage
lay Om Treat Or The Otani Property(
NM)
il/Cit
10awdriciresee SOWS Moo Ilavlafl
afees 718ease sowearsaseamasergas
TIlaaassalkay lEadramaalres
Juts, 1101111a Alt 7200 PAM.

JAMES- R. CASH
!
IlC
•
1--

Lincoln Heritage Trail featured

'3 ;Ill St RI 121N.
753-8087

Lc

2006 Nissan Mena
2.55, special edition,
dark blue, doth interior.
electric window and
door locks, automatic
in floor, 26K, One
owner. $15,000.
436-6074.
02 Mrtshibushi Gallant.
New battery and new
tires 90,000 miles.
978-0393
2001 Dodge Intrepid,
4-DR, SE, V-6
293-3515
91 Mustang GT 5.0
auto. white, gray int.
51,700. 270-205-5766.

I
Ce"
ALL Carpentry
nemodeling. additions,
decks, home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage, the &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Nemo
753-2353 753-0353

2000 Toyota Tundra
4x2 V8 great truck,
fully seviced inducing
timing belt, ful power,
auto, se, pe air bags,
tow oackagse, smArn
di player, 114,000
miles, $7,500.
436-5610.
99 Ford Ranger 4 dr
.tif_1.4117•10_1, ti-6 auto,
loaded, new tires, 82k
mi.
270-978-1548
$5,950
...1111111IL
ammo
team
WATERS Edge RV
Park & Marina. Annual
RV sites on the leke
with YR and cable.
Park model cottage on
the take for sale. 270436-5321
envwwatersedgeky.co
or

ravo&aani

JOE'S JOBS

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

•_.1.4 •

:4444

\l I,
\
\liolo fl 1t
tion
-;••
" 1 .i-

Ll

\

S

r

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971'
.Carpets .Upholstery
.Emergency Water
Removal 4Ouick
Dryir.g
Free Estimates
753-5827

ISIINIE111111
NADEAU'S
Conetustion
+looting 4Clecks
*army( siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)970-2111
Lieentiacinnsured
nacwauconetruction.nei
YARD mowing, trimming, weed eating
Fria* estimates
978-0207.

1E44LF.;-,-smi
YEA RRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
Wedding pianist.
489-2869

I

it I
'stowing
u(or;v
[and-1 apmnc
t inn Si,ifiltntr: •
,Jiltata,:t
753-1816 2274 11

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller *Rd., then take a right
on Hopkins Rd.

century Kentucky cabin is preserved in a memorial building
on the site of his birth. Also in
Hodgenville is the Lincoln
Museum that sits in the recently
beautifully restored downtown
square. Just north of town on 31E is the Lincoln boyhood Home
on Knob Creek
Nearby Elizabethtown has
several stops on the Heritage
Trail. In fact Lincoln's birthplace was actually in Hardin
County back in 1809, before it
became Larue County.

Lots of Lincoln's family history involves the Springfield
area in Washington County.
Close by is the HarrodsburgPerryville sites. As many know,
it was at Perryville where the
most destructive Civil War battle in the state took place. Over
7,500 soldiers were killed or
wounded.
A must stop is at the
Kentucky State Capital rotunda
in Frankfort. There a larger than
life statue of our sixteenth president stands. It was sculptured by

Adolph A. Weirunan after being
commissioned by J.B. Speed
President William H. Taft
unveiled the statue at its dedication ceremony in 1911.
Lexington,
Louisville,
Richmond and Nicholasville
also have sites on the Lincoln
Heritage Trail.
What some Kentuckians may
not know is that Lincoln and
Jefferson Davis, the Confederate
President, were born less than
one year and one hundred miles
apart. Davis was born in
Christian County and was eduSpringfield,
cated
in
College
in
Transylvania
Lexington, and at the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point.
The Jefferson Davis Monument
in Fairview is part of the State
Parks Department.
Those wanting to learn just a
bit more about Lincoln are often
surprised to learn that his wife
Mary Todd Lincoln, had many
family members who supported
the Confederacy. Several of her
brothers were Confederate soldiers and surgeons, and two
were killed in battle. It was a
known fact that Lincoln's own
home, like the nation, was divided doeing, the Civil Wan
For more information about
the
trail
visit
svww.heritage.ky.gov.
Operating hours for some of
the sites may vary depending on
the season, so you are encouraged to confirm before you visit.
So get up, get out and get
going!
Gary P. West can be reached
at west1488@bellsouth.net or
visit his website at www.garypwest.com.

Dr. Jerry Sue Thornton, John, or "Buddy" a., he was
Murray State University alumna known, died suddenly of a brain
and president of Cuyahoga aneurism
while
attending
Community Murray State in 1970.
College in
Natives of. Dawson Springs,
Cleveland, is Jerry Sue and
John later moved
paving the
to Eartington, where they graduway
for
ated front Kith school. John was
future MSU
an ambitious business student at
minority students. MSU with a promising fugue
Thornton ahead of him.
Thornton
earned
her
recently
Thornton established Bachelor of Arts degree from in
the Jerry Sue 1969 and master's degree in
Thornton and John Barlow communications in 1970. In
Pritchett Minority Scholarship 1983 she received her Ph.D. in
memory of her late brother. educational administration from

the University of Texas. MSU
honored Thornton in 1987 with
the Murray State University
Distinguished Alumnus Award.
Thornton. understands the
impact scholarships have on a
student's life. As an African
American woman and president
of the largest community college
in Ohio, she is a living example
of the value of an education.
"Scholarships are important
because they enable access to
higher education and a better
quality of lire,- says Thornton.
"Our scholarship fund says
'thanks' to MSU. Murray State

University provided an outstanding education to my brother, Buddy, and myself. Giving
back is one way to demonstrate
appreciation.Thornton wishes to memorialize John's determination and
spirit by assisting other minority
students in obtaining a quality
education. Recipients of the
scholarship must be minority
students from Kentucky with a
minimum 3.0 grade point average. For more information on
this scholarship, contact the
MSU Scholarship Office at 8093225 or 800-272-4678 ext. 4.

753-9899

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, July 2, 2008:
You manifest zip, energy and
willpower this year. With this
mix, it could be close to impossible to change a situation or
head in another direction. You
are sure of youi self and know
what needs to happen. Stay in
touch with your feelings and be
direct. Your ability to ride
through a problem earmarks
your actions. Growing and making positive decisions will gain
much admiration. If you are single, be careful not to be too meoriented -- that is, if you want a
relationship. If you are attached,
remember that your relationship
is a joint proposition. You need
to share more of the problems
and also allow your sweetie to
have a greater say in the choices.
CANCER can challenge you.

***** Learn to back oft and
detach if you want or reed to
make a iudgrnent. Your perspective changes because you
remain open. Allow more feedback and information to head in
your direction.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-13se.
21)
***** A partner has a strong
impression or idea that needs to
be followed throw') on. Make
time for a conversation. Not
everyone sees a situation the
same way. Work with individuals.
CAPRICORN (Dec. =Jan. 19)
**** Others let you know
what they think. You want to be
more independent and forthright.
How you deal with someone and
the choices you make together
remain key to the basis of this

relationship.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Complete what you must
to enter the next few days free
and reiaxed. You might find a
partner's suggestions more distracting than realistic. Don't
judge this person harshly.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Getting anything done
could prove to be difficult, as you
are already in the holiday spirit.
Be willing to take off and do
whatever is necessary. You'll
er*Dy yourself wherever you are.

Ir.lacimellse War
today with a touch of self-discipline can go a iong way.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Aim for what you want
knowing fun well where you are
heading. You might not be able
to move a key situation forward
as fast as you'd like.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Zero in on what
counts. If you try to do something too dift3reody, you could be
set back by a problem. Evaluate
with an open mind what is happening. Friends surround you.
LII3RA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** You take a stronger
stand than you thought possible.
You want what you need, and
you make it quite clear. Don't
push someone too far
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

BORN TODAY
Archbishop
of
Canterbury
Thomas Cranmer (1489), novelist, poet Hermann Hesse (1877).
Supreme
Court
Justice
Tburgood Marshall (19081

Farogy owned & operated
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

Hill Electric
Since 1946
24 wow aussa
Res., Co,n., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jot's- big or small
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service_ Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A to El Moving. Local
ano long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal.
stump grinding.
firewood Insured
489-2839

Photo provided
The Lincoln Statute sits proudly in the middle of downtown
Hodgenville.

Noma's.

1

753-9

In case you haven't heard
Kentucky is taking two years to
celebrate the 200th anniversary
of the birth of Abraham Lincoln.
Almost everywhere that Lincoln
or a family member left a tootpnnt will have something to do
With this bicentennial celebration.
I've heard of people stretching a birthday out for a week,
and I've even drug one or two
over a long weekend. But two
years?
Yes indeed, especially when
that birthday belongs to the man
many consider being the greatest leader in American history.
Although he only lived in
Kentucky as a small boy.
Lincoln's memories of where he
grew up were never forgotten,
and his connection to the state
was extengive. His family, business, and political associates
remained well connected to
Kentucky and throughout his
life played a major influence on
him.
Of course Hodgenville,
where Lincoln was born on
February 12, 1809, is the hub for
all of the activity.
Those of you wanting to be
involved in this historic event
can do so by visiting the numerous places on Kentucky's
Lincoln Heritage Trail. The trail
is comprised of the main sites
relating to President Lincoln's
Kentucky story. These historic
sites high-light people, places
and events that had a hand in
establishing Lincoln as a
Kentuckian.
In Hodgenville it all begins
with a visit to the National
Historic Site. The early 19th

New scholarship established to assist minority students

WATERS Ernie RV
Park & Marina. Pilaw
Covered boat dock,
12)(28 slips. Yearly
rental. 270-436-5321
www.watereadgeky.co
ril
1988 Starcraft 98hp
motor, good condition.
227-o304.

227-8575
Del Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, gutter cleaning. bust) trimming, and more.

TREre-NING
731-782-3951
731336-5288

ALL ThE LATEST EQUiPKENT

itelkatiests
I

Professional Floor
Maintenance Service

'I Mao Mew hard.*a be
Specializing in Ceramic and
Commercial Tile
FREE ESTIMATES
Mai lettarser • OlOW
249 Serie erlare
Illayadd,1111 42M4
270-70S-11S1

ARIES (March 21 AprIl 19)
**** As you discover the holiday corning up, you feel patriotic.
You might opt to host the celebration rather than hop from barbecue to barbecue. Count on
your unique style emerging.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Discuss an option,
realizing perhaps someone has
his or her unique agenda.
Though you might feel you have
to jump your share of hurdles,
you do it successfully.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You keep spending and
spending. Focus on necessities,
not frivolities Your seriousness
might not conform with the rest
of the world and how they are
feeling. Go with the moment.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You are personality
plus. Relax and follow through
on what is important You make
key decisions. A wish or decision

Show your pride in
our country!
Send in your Patriotic Photos
to run on the
'Scene in Community' Page,
Saturday, July 5th.

Say 'Happy
Birthday, America.
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